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SPORTS: Cronin Says Still Work To Be Done

LiriaTiks
S«

Tuesday, February 21, 2006

Story On Page B1

Calloway officials eager
to hear state jail report

Work Is Piling Up

GREG TRAs
Taves Photo
Paul Haggard of the Murray State University Grounds Department Womb SNOW
from the sidewalk at MSU's Curris Center Monday morning. The showy sight
shouldn't last much longer. though According to the Nation*. Weather Service,
today was expected to have a high around 40

Computer system
speeds record
retrieval access

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
t'alloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Flints shah
scheduled to attend r special
nests conference at ef this 1110171
ing in Frankfort where state
Auditor Cnt Luallen was scheduled to release a fina-eter. twosolume report on the neetwial
suic of county jails
The creation of the report
titled "Kentucky Jails. A
()%,
WU.*as
announced in July 2005
-I plan on being there.'
Elkins said Monday Attentilon
u as planning on going up
there for the legislatise session
lit make a point of Attending "
According to a was release
trout
Luallen's
office.
Commissioner John Rees of the
liepartment of Corrections.
Lye.utise Dires:tor Vince Ling
oI the Count Judge Executise
Xs.o.irtion.
As
ad)
I %Ct tit l%
Director Richard
allnef
of
the
County
Magistrates And f'ommissioners
-Association. and Marshall long
of the state Jailers \Sul'.lAtiOn
acre to he present An in-depth
briefing lxx L'ountx or region v..15
planned after the preys confer
once
Counts Jailer Mil
Haile said in An inters sea
Monday that he aas expecting
the r000rt and mats looking kir-

Larty
Calloway County
Judge-Executrve
Ed to hearing the retail&
'I worirt he going op Iblife. I
think id better stay dram hue
And do a hat I can to keep us in
the hlack.- Nazle iaat 1 have
heard of the report aad I'd Me
to see what's in it The Calloway Cousity Jail is
in good financial condition.
According to county officials, so
much so that during a meeting of
Calloway County Fiscal Court
in August 2005 the lad tax on
real propeny was cut by '50 per
cent for the 201/-..N.Itles fiscal
year in 21104. the LA% ass nr14
%cd % Am
c,
Cents per S1151 ,if .1%,

Driver Escapes Injury

tern storks Friday afternoon
"Sometimes what we weir try
mg to do under the old system
.ouldn't he finished in one day
and it Ned into the next day. But
110% we're getting it all done a
Ira taster"
office
The system. purchased from
Digital Records Management.
By TOM BERRY
Inc. of Paducah. tor approxi
Stall Wnter
match Str4.000. is designed to
.1 , ,,;,, of a mon
help orgamie. store and pros ide
license.
a
;.11:C deed. a man .11.!C
access to rarer% ork protaster
:and title or other important
duced daily Al the county clerk's
prperaork from the Calloa ay
office_ For the public, the equipCounty Clerk's office lust got a
ment will alloy. faster ACCess to
lot easier as a Ile% computer yyscopies of county records while
tem recently installed is expectalso allotting document printing
ed to bring public access of
for
pro ate Js ad! as official
tie%
to
a
,mportant information
use
les el
We use it tor mortgages.
Antonia Andrus. a deputy
deeds. state and federal tax liens
,lerk aith I years c.spenence
everything All general instruorking stith recording. storing.
Andrus said in this
ments.an accessing public records. said
county. es erything is considered
the nc digital hardaare and
a general instrument except for
solos are is easier to use and prodelinquent tax
s uks more efficiency and 3CCU- pIrts and
records
"
ra.% in recording and retneving
Simplicity and caw of operacounty records. plus a mountain
tion are the systems primary
other
primed
information
if
-It's taster'. Andrus said as
,he demonstrated hots the s •
•See Page 2A

PIK Mae
C.alloossy County
Jody
and it was cut to 032 cent%
In answer to a question distil;
the stabehty of oil funds% from
Magistrate Siese Lat. Elkins
told the court that Hides Me
gement of the facility is keep
mg costs down and that the
county could afford the cut
its not like Vie hate te
aorry about unmans's.
said We have suffis.
cud resources in the pill fund tor
emergencies We still has c
enough reyenue to make bond
payments and cote, operational
costs"

MSU pair
among
graduates
Nag Report

New system
installed in
County Clerks

Phoir, petwidrin
Pictured is the Department of Highway's International single axel "Bob- truck that
ran off the roadway while plowing snow near Stella Monday morning The truck.
driven by Robert Berlin of New Concord. was reportedly cut off by a semi-truck,
roiled into a ditch and landed upside-down on an electric fence. Fuel spilling from
the truck then ignited. Berlin, who was wearing a seat bett, escaped injury.
Firefighters put out the blaze and had the property owner shut off power to the
fence after the fuel re-ignited the truck

Wang Ladatir Times
Murray Sum «di have rov
moon 13 esiviromsessol airstort to graduate Wednesday
from a %tatest ode program
Education Cabinet Deputy
Secretary Laura E. Osten' a ill
he the guest swim and present
diplomas to 33 asidonnal ens t
ninnienial educator% at the cere
misty reitIlliZael them tor this
nest cenificanun
Jenny Howard and Ari.tin
Page are both from Murrat
tor
States
Center
Ea% ironmentAl blication Oilier
graduate. 1,t the program a ill
include cooperatoe extension
agents. too. aquarium And
national park %tali. And other,
interested in teaching about the
ens tronmem in a nontorrnal sc
ting
'Kentucky has one of owk
three standards based certtfar
non sourses for ens ironmemal
educators in the nation, so ae
hate been real pioneers in this
,, •
Area." Owens said
.ation course Is thC 0111%
is based on completing

•See Page 2A

House bill would ban Internet-aided hunting in Kentuck
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Dais id
Ledford soaks isit sights. oessiis and
smells of the countryside
on as the
hunt and enjoys the punoit of kis prey.
That\ why the Kentucky otedeorsniati !roans tilt stiniconc sitriltOt at 3

Tomorrow's
Forecast

.iimputer..1h.king a tnot;st. and tirtil
remote controlled ntle to shoot an Ain
11141
-Kin 01 hunting is the a'Mentess
expenence. matching ults with sour
game. getting out in the elements.Ledford said in an into-sica "And sitting in front of a continuer and skiing it

ss ith a Molise lust Wein, It licapCn the
experience
A hill in Kentuek s General
Assembly should ban such computeraided hunting before it ever gets started
in the bluegrass slaw
the measure's sponsor. Dentili:rat it
Rep Robin Webb of Grayson. vial the

\UT°• HOME • BUSINESS• BOAT
m mcycLE • MOBILE H()M
1

1.

Free Qtrrat

!lc siIitjid ahOtit Internet hunting while from using the Internet to shis•
rn a bird-hunting trip to Tess. She said mai% The flurry stems from a ii'
her hunting companions were appalled Wels site that a as aimed at letting u•cr•
tire at animals
lyt the cilia-cm
•That's not a sport. it's 3 %afro mouse
1,
i ilk I
At the urging ot
game.•• she said
•
Kentucks is pan oi A pack 01 slides
to COnsidef legislifiliN1 to hat hunters •Ste Pap 2A
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State Line Rd.
wreck injures one

Ilunay Poke Osparlatsal
• Someone cams ego the sedan to report a theft at 3:23 p.m.
Staff Report
FM*.
Murray Ledger & Times
lsOne cams into the Min to rePoll a Mill at 5-21 P-rff•
A
single-tehick
crash
Sunda) du State Line Road tent
• OBS patrol was requested dunng the awning hours around
the female passenger to the
500 S. EOM St. because at a provrist
onergeacy rtxwa.
• A burglary was reported it Ewers., Apt D-7 at 1:59 a.m
Saturday.
Robert R. Conkhn. l.eho
• herbal Me.42. 01 Pans, Tenn.. was arrested Saturday for
lives al 2757 State Line Road
thee by unIsalut taking more it $300 or third-degree criminal
West; was traveling westhound
trespassing.
on State Line Road West about
• Lawn furniture vies reported stolen from 1303 Tiffany Lane at
11:20 nm. Sunday when the
3:50 p.m. Seaway.
vehicle crossed a large plea ol
•Criminal miedilef to a vehicle was reported at Parker Ford at the
ice in the road. according to
comer of Seventh and Mope game* et 1225 p.m. Sunday
Calloway Count) Shariff.4_,
Murray IMO IhdreeelkPelee Deportment
Department report
Deputy
•A SUbleCt MO rappelled aeldes Or 111101110dis al 3:50 p.m Friday
('harks Tidaell said the vehicle
in Frankiin Coleys. The subject NW the scene. Murray Fire
slid. fishtailed and aent into
atWOW peeked.
DoPaltment and the aisle Ike
ditch after is left the right sale of
Depedsieed
Callettleg
the road.
rOki BERRY'LedgerS Times Photo • A caller tram Rad10 Road reported at 4:41 p.m Friday that
Conklin's tide
la-year
Deputy County Clerk Antonia Andrus demonstrates the use of a new digital computer someone deleaged her mailbox and left yeeckv paint transfer
old kssica Conklin -- was a
words system at the Calloway County Clerk's Office Friday afternoon. The new hard- there. A sandellem report was taken
passenger in the t chick. EMS
• A Mies'sported on Radio Road at 4.59 p.m. Friday.
ware
is expected to streamline the creation, storage and retrieval of information in • An '
transported her to Murray wash was reported on Ky. 94 East on Lakeway
Canoe-ay
taint y
Con
leere at 7 15 p m. Friday
vtat's important documents for county officials as well se the public.
•A seconddegres burglary ease was opened at 9:35 p-rn. Friday
emergent:), room
after an incident at Ky. *4 East location.
Murrat Fire Departmem
•A caller on Guinevere Drive asid at 11:50 a m Sunday someone
rescue truck responded to the
drove some four-wheelers through the yard the night before
crash at 4254 State Line Road
— IntormatiCal *Obtained from reports, logs
prillee•ts
us
Whateter
ould
he
to
all
use
transfer
can
the
hooks
Wc`i• according to the CI"'s
and ceelione from various ariencies
of the intorinautui on the old diet warn to do,.titivity
ads antagc
computer system icurrentl)in
All information will txKI 1:Jn run it by name. of progress i into the new system recorded on compact disks with
date. or instrument type — like and then begin the long. arduous a second set sera to the state
irk ingage deed or whatever —
process of scanning thousands :trellises as a hack up
NOTICE
meeting
of
During
a
From Front
• The Murray Planning or you can do it bs the ID num- of pages of information con Commission will meet at 5 ber." she said "les not so com- tamed in hooks.
Calloway Count) Fiscal Court
prograil,
today at city hall The agenda
plicated. It works more like your
"From there it would he good in August. Digital Records graduates are to he commended for completing a rigorous
letel, are looking to emuncludes zoning requests for
home computer would."
some of the Management officials said the that other states, as well as the national
could
index
if
we
heady 24 acres on Robertson
written stuff: Andrus said. new st stem would provide "or- late ••
The clerk's office has six
Road South and the 4 5 acres
Also panit ipating in the ceremont still he the course's lead
on the northwest corner of computers with the software "Once we hate the indexes on tuallt unlimited" storage space instructors with more than 105 sears of combined experience in
Robertson Road North and Ky. as ailable with two of those dedwe will have to go and jvh)sical- and pros ide a more efficient teaching ens irolithentill education at the university tete' That gniup
94 West
icated for public use for those i scan those pages through so ea) tor deputt clerks or the includes one MM'faculty member
Dr Joe Baust Director of the
• The Murray-Calloway
that might want to do research or we can have a picture of each public to search for and print Center for Ens ironmental Education and an education professor
County Hospital Board of
copies of important documents
.ultt include Dr Yvonne Metchtry. Director ta
Other university fac
Trustees will meet at 11 30 find copies 14 mortgage deeds page.
However several shelves ('nurses said the DRMI st stem. the Center for Emil-omit:mai Education and an associate tedUCatIon
a m Wednesday The agenda and other important papers.
includes a hospital comrner
Andrus
said
or something like it. was needed professor at Northern Kentuckt University Dr. Terry Wilson.
(*allots at lined with hooks will remain.
coal presentation child care Count) Clerk Rat Course) Jr's
"Some people actual!) like hadly to help store a ton tit Director of the Center for Math. Science and Ensironmemai
recommendations and discusultimate goal is to have a•-corn - the hooks hecaUse Ifte 're not records that pile up at the clerk's Education and education professor at Western Kentucky Unit testis:
sion on rehabilitation and
puler database of all counts familiar aid) how to use a com- office daily
up to ati 800- Dr Melinda Wilder. Director of Natural Areas and education profeslong-term care beds An execsor at Eastern Kentucky I'm v eraity lkwg Metos, ,issrsi,Ufl curator
records the first step of the puter.- Andrus said. "So the) page hook every three dat s.
utive session for possible litiof
education at The Louis% ilk 7A10
gation also is scheduled
can use the new st %km or the)
el The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4 30 p m Wednesday at city
hall The agenda includes a
sign variance request for
Lambs Small Engines a
men's groups in other state to prohibit an)ime trivm opetating
From Front
request for an accessory
•imilar action
take
fa:11111es for such activities
structure in the side yard of
texas lawmakers responded hi.
Violators could lace up to sit
So tar. I I states hate banned
501 S 13th St and a public
hearing
Johns passing legislation last )ear that Internet hunting. said Jeff
tor
St
('ram. months in jati and fines of S itl
Episcopal Church's request to harmed such operations
with
the
S5ffo
Congressional
use office space in a residen'Vie led like this is not hunt- Sportsmen.
. Foundation
Vsehh's proposal is hacked by
At
tial zone on Farmer Street
• Calloway County Fiscal ing... said Kirby Brown. esecu- least 12 other states are con.itf- the Kentuckt Department of
Fish and Wildlife.
Courts regularly-scheduled tite %ice president of the Texas mug similar proposals, he said
meeting will be Feb 27 at 7 WildIde Association, which
In Kentucky. Webb said her
Department spokesman Mark
m at the Weeks Community
pushed for the law -It's clicking hill is meant to he presemise
Matracciei %aid Internet hunting
Center
a MOWN: ou hate to he there to She said she's not aware ot an
spoLits,-s hash: precept of huntII To report a Town Crier
hunting
he
Internet
hunting
being
offered
in
ing.
item call 753-1916
Brown said he urged sportsKenna:At
"The principle of fair chase is
"We don't want it to start," of paramiiunt importance.she said
Marraccrm said. "Good sportsHer proposal would ban men and sportswomen are serru
'computer-assisted remote hunt- proud of that."'
John Deere. Husqvarna. Scag, Snapper, Ferris
ing.- defined as using a computHe added that "some of the
Good thru March 15. 2006
er to remotelt control aiming hest times toUll ever have huntand firing a gun or how and ing ill fishing are the stones
arrow to hunt wildlife It would about the chase and not necesAP
sarily about the take."
The politically poaertul Rep Robin Webb. D-Grayson, addresses the House durClean Alf Finer
National Rifle Association has ing the legislative session last week in Frankfort. Ky.
Check Firing
tonight will hate a Oil', no problem with the current lan- Webb has introduced a bill in the General Assembly that
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Chance of light rain and
in guage in Wehh's hill. NR.A would ban internet hunting. "That's not a sport. Its a
Sharpen Blade
the lower 10.
spokeswoman Autumn Fogg
video game," she said.
Change Oil
a
20',
Wednesdat
will
hate
said.
New Spark Plug
Fogg said she wasn't aware said
FREE pick-up & delivery
"We behese that hunting is
chance of rain and highs in the
Grease & Lube yowl- ,),,pcted
of any other Internet hunting
Fog said Inc NI{ A closek
within 5 miles
upper 40s W'ednesdat night will an outdoor acto its." Fogg said
operations
tracks such legislation to mak,.
he mostly clear with boas in th. "Sitting in front of a computer.
%ebb said banning Internet sure it doesn't impinge the rights
lower tos
shooting at animals three states
hunting is one issue that unites sit disahled hunters
Such
away, isn't hunting."
animal-rights .litsi pro-hunting
hunters often use electronic and
Check Finng
groups She said she.• heard
mechanical des lees, such as
Check & Adjust Carburetor
from both sides in support of her moton/ed heekhairs. to assist
Check Betts & Pulleys
bill
Approachable. Available Anytime
them, she said.
Sharpen Blade
Ledford, who lives in
Ledtord salt, that so much iii
Change Oil Grease & Lube
London. Ky.. and belongs to the hunting is the chance to our
New Spark Plug
Rocky
Mountain
Elk
mune with nature
Check Battery
Sew
Foundation. said he has heard
Check Air Pressure
-You're hearing the birds
1005 le AR*"
Check Air Fitter
some people advocate Internet sing. you're hearing the animals
"bine Dab
hunting as a was for people with mote, you're hearing the wind
293-0699
disabilities to stalk N
Now through the trees.- he stud
though at a much farther disThe thrill of the chase, and
AMPBELL REALTY
tance
closing in on a target. is another
ii 5. INA • %tuna.. • 7V3-07110 • v...
arm,
'I sec 'hal as .1 ..treit h.'. he unfiirgenahle pan of the even
Change Oil & Fitter if needed
ence. Ledford said
Grease /I Lube
New Spark Plug
"ion get adrenaline- he said
Check Battery
-The hair on OW had% of your
Check Air Pressure
neck tingles lour heart roe
Clean Air Fitter
increases Thu can teel every
Sharpen Blade
IN we in `. !Ur h xlt cimastrienng
Check Belts & Pulleys
CI-wick ft kips! Carburetor
Check Firing
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411111r1,11realti.

WINTER lig lititt!

Your carrier will deliver the paper as long
as it is safe to travel.
Please understand, the safety
ofour carriers is very important to us.
We will do our best to
deliver the newspaper
to you.

Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lobe
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Glean Air Finer
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing
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Kentucky, Tennessee join
to get bio-research lab
By ROGISI ALFORD
Assoccaiod Prams Willer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Polisical Misr'6
Kentucky aid Tenamette are wit* the federal
government to build a $450 mdlioa laboratory im
rwal Pulaski Calmly to develop vaccines against
biological diatom that could be spread by iteftleThe Depaithaant of Howelend Socunty as looking for a location to build the National Bio and
Avo-Defease Facility, which would devt4op
cousweimmeas to diseassa aid biological agents
that night be used by fluorites.
U.S. Rep. Hal Room R-Kentucky. chairman
at a Howe lionelaad Security Approguisticus
Subcommittee. is Muting Pulaski Camay as the
best locatioa become of in proximity to the
UnivaiMq of Kaaiudty. Umiversity of Loins% die
of which we
dad the thieranity of -TWaimme.
wiles a ties heat Moe.
The den direeibie. have posed a ounsortiuni
ofsadedic aid political leaders who will build j
cane fw eenstructing the research facility in
KMIllecky aear the Tennessee bonier
About 400 people. half of them scientists
of the v.orld's most dangerous
miniatehing in
theetines. would work in the planned 500.000
talteme-foot laboratory compkit. which would he
built on a 150-aere trao shout 12 miles northeast
at Somerset
Tbe competition for this lab will he stiff,Rogers mid. "1 would he surprised if we're not
compete* with some of the nations premier
research sites Rut we think our approach in offer
mg a multistate cooperatisr and collahoratise hid
for this lab will Igoe us a shot.
The Detainment .of Homeland Securit is
expected to taco a site for the lab next sear
Construction would take Ilse years. with the laboratory tentatively planned for opening in 2012
Tennessee Gm Phil Bredesai pined Rogers
and other pohncal leaders to offer his support tor
the project Bredrsen said he helieses the ts.

same canawbum -tam make a peorwthe awe for
building the ramotch laboratory wise the
ICeisocky-Tleasesse Wea,.
casepedite iiva be fierce became there is
a lot at stoke." Brakose mid.
aleita's highest
The laboratory would butt
wasid hem demo=so eddy foss*
mecum
saimad demos. dosegios pddic blab dooms
and -Web conwipssoce" palmy.,spread by amThe lab would replace Oa min Mum Wald
Animal Disuse Caller is Float Island. N.Y.
Mark Haney. vim pmaithat of the Kentucky
Farm 11111101111. will head a 'regional advisory hoard
that will conduct public emetiags to address .ins
painting commas by local residents.
Dr. Michell Illackwell. dam of the Uoivenity
431160thwer Camps Vessimy Median.said
eadieffildo sows to elsissdatsbdoltell goes
front weighs,direfreb aidais or from animal,
to pimple it imposted so boddiod so:uni)
Illickwoll add the proposed lebesesen would
the wine. katiord
he one of the meat moue
aue. tor event*, would be sleriliaed beim
leasing the compound. Air filters artmlUbe
insulted to mice are so diausaprieur swipe.
"I ward ass be afraid ifthis facility were located in my Incityard." Blackwell said -It will he
that mite and secure"
University of Louis ilk economist Paul
Cannes said the laboratory would gaseratc an
annual pa),roll of about S30 million Mu acieuthis
v.(told make about SI00.000ayeAt Other workers
at the facilits would make about S50.000 a scar
Rogers who is from Somerset. said It meal lead
cis he met with •uppon the proposal
Pulaski Counts ludge-FAccutise Darrell
Reshears and Somerset !Stasis 1 P 'A tie'. said
Mondas the project could help holster the local
cessations
"Ifs our intention to trs to sell it to the commis
nits because we feel it will he a ssondertul thing."
Wiles said

Dennison Awarded
Bronze Star Medal
,t( pe,-500ecl
Lt. William Bryan Dennison was recently awarded
the Bronze Star medal following a year's depioyment in Iraq with the Third Infantry Division at Fort
Stewart. Ga. The honor was given for meritorious
actions as platoon leader in the face of anti-lraqi
forces during constant enemy indirect fire and combat operations on base Summerall in Bayer Iraq by
Battery
Alpha
Bringer.
Christopher
Cpt.
Commander of the 1-41 Field Artillery Battalion.
Battalion Commander LTC Patrick Antonetti cited
Dennison. the son of E.W. and Tara Dennison. as a
natural leader who ensured the safety of his solidWS while in harm s way

Fletcher's condition improving, remains hospitalized
tAP) -- Go%
LEXINti I t)\
F.nue Fleseher, who contracted a blood
infection as he twos erect from gallbladder %urgers. remained hospitalired
today but was still showing improse'tient. a spokeswoman said
The hactena in Fletcher's blood was
moderately resistant to antibiotics. hut
treatment seems to he working. said DT.
itovs.dare
MO& DestobwspecialistISt. Mods
"*e can see light at the ad of the
tunnel.- Dougherty said Monday -1
don't think we're totalls out of the

Pistol
cleaning
accident
claims teen
A
PoWDERLY. K. (AP)
teenager was shot and killed
when a pistol his stepfather was
cleaning fired, hitting the Nis in
the head, his mother said
Ti-as is Whittaker. 15. a freshman at Muhlenberg North High
School. and his younger hrinher.
Jordan. were at home at about I
p ni CST Mondas in the same
room where stepfather Firs an
Deenng was cleaning a 0i-caliber pistol. said Brenda I kLering.
-Mots' mother
"The gun %CM till and shot
him in the head.- she said
Brenda Deenng said her hus
hand had been dnnking and th.1
police were has mg his hits.
tested
"Bran had checked idle pistol, and thought it
unloaded.- she said.
kentucks State Police said
the victim died at the scene and
that the shooting was being
waled as an accident. An autopsy was Mbedeled toda
Cosmadors were bring sent
so NotIll HO School mid North
Miele. where Jordan is a se% enth-grader. said Dale Todd.
superintendent of Muhlenberg
County Public Schools
Travis was a sell-taught guitarist and had a stack of songs he
had written but never recorded.
the Owensboro Mes.tenger_
hiquirrr reported today. He and
a friend who played bass guitar
MitI CD in Owenshom. and
he pawed SO start a rock hand
with amdier Mend, the new
INA
Bende Deerits said her son.
who was wilicipeliag his 160
hiethlkI31 /AM& I.owed friends
sad Imlay aumalmers to make
the._- ff they fen down
"It's bird *behest he could
Pie ling and Main op with
us one minutia and zone lb.
nest." she said.

Doctors expect weekend, sending the gosernor into
shaking (:hills
Kt update the gover
Doughens said the 11 colt bacteria
condition
nor'•
Tuesday afternoon. found in the gosernoes blood was
spokeswoman .111d1 moderately resistant to antibiotics, but
intrasenous treatment seems to he
V4. hitAler said.
has working
Fletcher
On Sunday doctors placed a tube in
been homitalited
since Feb. 12 and bleichei's abd011Iell to &UR fluid that
thid his gielbleddee had collected BA his pelvis. Dougheny
said that tube hasn't yet been removed
removed on Feb
Fletcher
Fen so, the doctor said Fletcher is
14. His recovery
%offered a setback lase last week when up. moving about and fully engaged
Dougherty said he is also monitoring
his temperature began fluctuating.
tor
reaching 10; 2 at one point mei the the governor's swollen pancreas

Couple has home plans
with lottery winnings
A couple who bought foe Powerhall
[MINE. Ks AP)
12th wedding annisersars got .1 sui
their
celebrating
after
tickets
prise gift the next day
1)&1g/it and Jeanie Walton 14 In ine found out they soil
Sh67.142 for matchtng fist' numbers but not the Powerhall kin
ing
line ticket dunng Saturday night's draw
Dwight Walton. a 15-sear 'A Id master electrician, said he real
tied Sunday morning he was holding a winning ticket
"Bs the time I got to the fifth one. I had busted through the
front door and was screaming. 'At. won' We won' to anyone
who'd listen.- he said
The mont's is part of the Match 5 Bonus Pool. with S200,tioi
for hitting on foe numbers and an extra S411-.1-12 in bonus
motes made up of Sl' ti million excess prue funds for people
who hit all hut the Powerhall
The Waltons and their three children hase been lising with
their in-laws while fixing 10 finish building J housc. He's done
much of the work himself to •j%

DRY EYES?
'Sensitive. burning. red eyes/
'Contacts too &Nil
New procedure relieves dryness
drops or medicine and is
coveired by most herallh Insurance.
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Fhis kind ot situation can rang,
signs of inlet non
from heing !aids mild pancreatitis to
"If it did end up infected. II wittildfi
rc.111 scene oserwheiming prohlem."
he surpnsing if he required singer,
Dougherty said 'Other patients in this
a
he
could
said
1)ougllierts
situation an end up being in the hospicomplicated and difficult prohlem
tal tor weeks and weeks and fuse
Doughens said he couldn specu
months ot mosers time, but he's not in
late on how long Fletcher's Itrt:ONCI-N
sewn: end of the spectnim He's
that
pancreatic.
a
base
does
he
if
he
would
in the middle
of
%sin
infection.
Hmethee could be ariessed hum die
Dorton considered aseveng %data
to ,-oruiri
to the intensive care unit on Prides heisplull eons? Asic week
Fletcher
when his ossgen Peel dropped Since Lk' his recuperation at home
them Ns& er INiughens said Fletcher would !Acts Moe to continue n•cers ing
s
has continued to improse and is no intrasenous miections
hospital
the
leases
he
after
gen
miss
al
supplement
ing
longer mein
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FORUM
OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
(Last/ week the bdrimay Police Dagathawith dapped "ow or dor
hot" and provided die Mtwray cothathaity with•taw.ad mach
needed. service. Two seminars wore hold. free lo the paddle.oa
‘nine prevention and awareness. spa:dimity for soma borkwoos and
retail establishment owners These were extremely informative and
presented in a profession. but relaxed format.
Many hours were devoted to prosiding these programs- MutraY
I.. %cry fortunate to have such a straw mad dedicated police force
that not only pros Ides prows:hoe to the c'
-- 'y.bat has the
insight to is ide educational serc ICC% that will. ultimately. makk
Murray a safer Place ti
work
In Akin I 1i it, the crime present, in a ork.hops, the City of
Murray and the Murray Police Depauiterit are MS*op for
anothei (ititens Police Academy. as adoration.' propos dedicated
Ii increasing .0111MUI111,, aN amass tad usdaragasibis between the
ciiiteris of Murray and its police oilicas.
One would he wise. indeed, to take athaalase dangle PoStams
For more informatton ahout the Citizeas Academy. call die Murray
Pittie l)epartrnerit
Sincerely.
Rosemary Milkr. Director
Murray State Unit ersity
Small Business Detelopment Center
To the Editor.
Jill Carroll is waiting to he mistimed hy the got ernment it itli
United States of America The price is the release of eight Iraqi
women being held by Americans Hut our goternmem refuse,
bargain with
CaplitIS We don't negotiate with terrorists
Jill must pay with her head
Why not negotiate with terronsts' the terrorists are our ene
nue. Vie don't hate to negotiate with our friends. they are it on,.
mind with us. V4e tion•t hate to negotiate with our dependent.. the%
hase no choice. The only people to negotiate with are our enemic •
We negotiated with the Soviet ('noon. and now there is a tree
Russia. We negotiated with Communist China, and nov. there is
trade — een an imbalance ot trade. We we negotiating with Nionh
Korea. *Ante We teamed they already hate the secret, and our West
Coast has not been attacked.
It makes sense to buy Jill Carroll's freedom with the coin of the
freedom it Iraqi women being held in Nmencan pnsons
II Jill Carroll were your daughter
Hey man' Jill Carroll is
your daughter Jou are Vncle Sam'
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray. K,.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building Washington D C 20510
vvww house govwhitteeld
1-202-225-3115
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington DC 20510
www pm bun fling bunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington D C 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington a

State Rep. Melvin Henley (1:1-Murray)
Room 329J Capitol Annex
e-mail melvin henlev IrC kv

Franktort. Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky 40601
1 -800-372-7181
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HOWLAND
SECURITY
Any port in the terror storm
(hr Sunday. the Australian
goiemment issued the following alert to its citsiens -We
ads Ise you to exercise a high _
degree of caution in the I tilted
Arab
Emirates
because of
the high
threat of terronst attack
We continue
It) receive
reports that
terrorist. Are
planning
Cal's
attacks •
Thoughts against
By Cal Th, 'as Western
Syndicated
IlnereSIS in
Columnist
the I 'ruled
Arab
Finiraie•
11'AF) Commercial and 'whin
areas frequented by foreigners
are possible temonst targets
The United States has
apprised a business deal that
tiuld turn to CI the operation
of sis maior •1i1erican ports to
a company that is owned by the
the %cry Country
Australians are is be wars of
visiting. The ohs mus question
is: If it is dangerous tor an
Australian to mat el to the I, •Al.
because of terrorism, isn't it
esen more dangerous for a
company owned by ('Al-. to
own the rights to American
/sorts where terror might he
directly, or indirectly. imported'

There hate been some dumb
decisions since the (rind
SLftes sot its int.ocked on Sept II.
2001. including the welcom
mg" of radical Muslim groups.
mosques and schools that seek
hs their preaching and teaching
to influence I. S foreign policy
and undermine the nation But
the decision ti sell port operations in New York. Newark-Port
Elizabeth. Baltimore, Miami.
Philadelphia and New Orleans
to a COMparri owned by the
(AE ma) he the dumbest of all
Security experts hioe repeatedly said American ports are
poorly protected Each year.
approximately Y indium cargo
containers enter the t'tined
States through ti.. ports
Repeated calls to Immo e port
security base mostly gone
Unheeded
In supporting the sale decisi,/11 by a little-known interagency panel called the
Committee in Foreign
Insestment in the l 'tined States
(CM
Bush administration dismissed security risk concerns National Secunty
Council spokesman Frederick
Jones sank* sale ill ,the ports
for WS billion to Dubai Pons
World was -rigorously
re% sewed' by CHUS. which, he
said, considers security threats
when foreign companies seek to
buy or ins t..' in American
industry Apparently money
talked more than common
Si.the

sit smuggled
nuclear components hound for
Iran. Ntwth Korea and Libya by
a Pakistani sciastist. Abdul
was
Weer Mum The
one of oily dim countries to
recepiae ihe Thaw as
Athenaeum's *skims* so.emment before the U.S. invasion toppled it.
The Department of
Homeland Security says it is
legally impossible under CHI'S
rules to reconsider approval of
the sale without et idence the
Dubai company gate take
information or withheld trial
details from if S officials
Congress should change that
law.
Last sear. Congress titer
_whelmengly recommended
against the Bush administration
granting permission to a
Chinese company to purchase
the U.5 oil services company
UNOCAL. Six years ago. when
a Chinese company took control
of the Panama Canal trom the
United States. retired I S
Admiral and former Chairman
of the Joint Chid. tit Stall
Thomas H Moorer warned of a
-nuclear Pearl Harbor."
Congress must stop this sale
of American purls to foreign
interests and, in an era of terrorism. present any more potential
terrorist targets fmm Salting into
the hands of those who wish to
destroy us
int shipments

In a rare display ii
sanship. eiwtteressional
Republican. and Democrats we
forging an alliance to reverse
the decision. Sen. Susan
Collins. R-Maine, has
announced plans for her
Committee on Homeland
Security and Goternment
Affairs to hold hearings. Sens
Tom Coburn. R-Okla.. and
Frank Lautenberg. D-N.J. • both
members of Collins' committee
-haste raised concerns. New
York's Democratic senators.
Charles Schumer and Hillary
Clinton base also objected to
the sale. Clinton and Sen.
Robert Menender. [).N.J.
expect to otter a bill to ban
companies owned of controlled
by foreign gosernments from
acquiring l'.S. port operations_
In the House. Reps. Chris
Shay.. R-Conn . Mark Foley. Itand ‘'ito Ftissella. R.-N.Y..
are among those who want to
know more about the sale. In a
House speech. Foky said. "The
potential threat to our country is
not imagined. it is real
UAF was used as a
financial and operational base
by some or the WI I hmickers. A
Veit Yori Finkisdrional said
the sale takes die Bush administration's -laxness to a new
Members of Congress may
wish to consider that the I'AE
was an important transfer point

Nothing fazes Pam
"Nothing fates Pam Mother spoke
these words with a sigh. her tone layered
with admiration and antipathy Pamela. the
middle child. was the .nls one of the five
Alexander's to buck my parent.' authority
With auburn hair and a pug nose flecked
with freckles. Pamela's impish fearlessness
drote my mother mad
My sister's stubborn independence was
sib% mus early on One enduring story of
family lore was about Pamela at tw0-and-ahalt. taking off with her doll carnage for a
walk My brother. Roger. was supposed to
he watching her while Mother got dressed
Roger swore he only turned his hack for a
nunuteand Pamela disappeared.
After ;Clew phone calls yielded no sightings of the ((After. my frantic mother - still
clad in her nightgown and now swathed in
a fur coat hailed a milk truck and ordered
the droer to assist in the search tor my sister few blocks ASSa, they spotted Pamela
calmly pushing her baby carnage across the
Old Post Road in White Plains, New boil
When mother leaped two of the truck and
snatched her to safety, my sister Was aston
'shed To her it was no Ng deal to take a
solo tour of the neighborhood on a cold.
winter day
(it% C the devil her due, life could not
luxe been easy for Pamela. My oldest sister
Audrey. with her honor roll grades and per
feedy-made hed, was a hard act to follow
Roser. the only boy. anal do ao WOW.
Thai caws Pamela witb a ghat of atothar in
her diik brown eyes, a spot of podorsoord defiance ;war sodI.=ohm
haw aid fite, were close ~ugh to forge a
team against our bossy middle sister. sti it

was no wonder she fought against all of us
it) assert her autonomy
Much to my mother'. chagrin. Pamela
was the only one of us whose class clown
antics made a conference with the high
school principal necessary When mother
Caine hack from that humiliating encounter
she confronted my sister in the kitchen
"He said you're a ringleader." mother
t umed
My sister's reply was flip and unt.-01:
cerned. Mother was so angry, she took sift
one tit her high heels and aimed as it to
pitch it With mother in hot pursuit. Pamela
dashed into the dining room and planted
herself right in front of the china cabinet
The delicate s ups and saucers trembled in
their cozy nests of two
When my mother caught a glimpse of
her reflection in the glass doors. she
dropped her upraised arm and shuffled hack
to the kitchen. defeated
In the end. Mother did not know es en
halt the was. Pamela thwarted her For
instance, when my stuer wail in high school
and my parents was oat for the esemng.
Panteia's ismooliose noicdoo sons to reach
for the phone. Mo.sir colloid the liquor
store to order a delivery of heer. Second.
she alerted her Meath Silo it was time for a
pails

When the Misery of emliatatiolianrived
I. being the youngest, was dispadiall to the
hack door with fifty cents arid a carefully
rehearsed speech.
-My mother said to drarge it.- I recited.
handing is CT the half-dollar for a Up
entually. Pamela calmed down She
married. had three kids, and was the tinly
I.

one of all sit us to end
up hack in our home
town She and ITIS mother forged an uneasy
Pamela became
truce
my mother's lifeline. In
the end, they admired
each other for the ways
they were different.
That is when my
mother
would say.
Main Street
By Constance -Nothing lazes Painelak.ith a smile
Alexander
My sister was diagLedger & Times
nosed with cancer this
Columnist
tall Originally. it was
one tiny tumor in her
breast, easy to remise.
highly treatable. During the lumpectomy,
one of the lymph nodes that was taken as a
precaution tested positive. She had a second
cancer in the same breast and it had spread
Nov. she's taking chemo every two
weeks, and when that cycle is complete,
there will he a mastectomy.
Lately. I have been reminding my sister
she has a reputation to maintain It is a was
of cheering her up, pushing her on. She has
her good day. and her had days She has
lost all her hair, but not her spirit Most of
the time when I call her, she's her usual
spooky wit
lbws tough.- I tell her, and she promises she
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Murray Wept & Tins

11111101fts
Max &Mead
Ma', outtalk'. es.

Edrahueoseh PAWL *array. dist teday,
Tuesday. Feb 21. 2006.1 4 a.m. al Lomita Hospital. Padessh.
1.H. Churchill Funeral Home is is dirge iamangenailelis

Max L Ihmomr
Mu E. Romme.53, Ky. 121 South. Murray.
griatay. Feb. 19,
2006. at 3:46 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Comity .
1 ...•.
Bons A.9, 1952. be was doe los of the Ye NS McClure
Bomar aid Dori* Morgan Honer. He was a machomic for
Mee'uision AVID Electric.
Sur noes Include his wife. hire. Arai Kaki Hosur.one dieghter. Takina Bomar. and stepmother. him. isaIlkaaw. balk at
Murray; one brother. Stanley Bosom Hostingion. Team.

The funeral will he Wedeesdsy 211 I "p m in the chapel of
Churchill-Inie. Family Funeral Home Rtnudd ISonn iAickhart
will officiate
Pallbearer. will he Roger Chels111:111. James tiorCell startt. Man!,
%lc('moon. Christopher Mac MeCuroort, Joe Bruce hying sad Don
%let uhroin. ascot-. Jimmy Me( uistin and WIN" Lockhart hon
,brAr. Burial will follow in the Palestine Centetery.
isitation will he al the funeral horn.- from 5 to 9 p m today
ilucsciay r

Tamedew. Faemir, 21. JOSe•SA

Republicans take legal action to block turning
U.S. port security over to Arab company
MASHINGIUti t AP
Two Repoldiame pamatire we
ihromeesing hied amiss op Nod
an Axe mopes, hoe Vial
over op:mhos' is meteor U.S
ports and sant OOP lainvediers
sa) the demi shosill be Mack

examined.
In the uneasy chaos alter
die Sop' I I useoris1 midis. the
Rea adadaissahop decision to
allow the orcdom is
'rig so
to develop a ratest political
headache for the Whitt Howe.
New York Gov. George

Malik' and Maryland Gov.
Monday
sowed doubts about the acquisition of a British company that
has been roostog um U.S. ports
by Doha, Ports World. a mawowned business in the United
Arab Emirates
Robert Ehrlich on

The
British
sompany.
Peninsular and Oriental Steam
in Na'. igation ('o runs major
the shape! of J.H. Chun:lull Funeral Hume. Res. Torn Mathis will eoinnier -gal operation.
at ports
Aliciali:
in Baltimore. Miami. New
Pallbearers will he Ray Stone. Matt Stone. krsee New Orleans. New York
A
1%
. Lucas Stone. Elms McKinney, Jeff Baker and and Philadelphia
Both governors indisated
Harry Baker Jr Burial will follow in the Hicks
they may in lo cancel lease
Cemetery
arrangetnents at ports in their
1 potation will he at the funeral home from
oates because of the DP World
to 9 pm. Weidoeida)
takeos Cr
Mr McKinney. 115. Fleetwood Circle. SilltM, died Saturday
-Ensuring the security of
Feb. IN. 201W1 ill 11 p.m in Murray-Calloway County Hospital's New York's
port openitions is
cardiac ewe unit
paramount and I alll sets con
An Army %olefin of World Viar II. he was a retired truck diner cerned with the purchase Ail
friim E and I Transport tiers lee. Detroit. Midi Alter ;nosing hack Peninsular & Oriental Steam by
to Murray. he worked with Billy Crouse Auto Broeers for 45 year
. Dubai Ports %odd.- Kflaki said
in a news release "I hase direct
He was a member tit Cherry Corner Baptist Church
liorn July 2ti. 1920. in Callowas County. he was dic son of the ed the Port Authonty of New
late Conk. MeKinney and Mal McClure %is Kinney So twother's York and New Jersey to explore
all legal options that may he
and sisters preceded hum in death
aNaalichic to them
Sur% trot.in,. lode hi• wile. Mr. Grayer Ms:Kinney. to whom he
Ehrlich, concerned about
was married Jan 12. 1980, in Murray. fist daughters. Mr. Paula .esunty
at the Port of Baltimore.
Baker and husband. Harry. Pans. Tenn.. Mrs. Karen McKinney
said Monday he was "sin) trouFrank.. Fresno. Calif.. Mrs. -Sharon McKinney Martin and Mrs
bled" that Maryland officials got
Beserty McKinney Wallace and husband. Glen. all ot Murray. and no adsanee notice helore the
Bush administration approsed
Mr. Kaye McMahon and husband, Ned. Detroit
lie is also sursised by three sons. Hutch McKinney and wife. the Arab CrenrelltS 's takeoser of
Finley. Paducah. Mike McKinney. Detroit. and Don 'kilt and wife. the operations at the Si'. ;sins
"We needed to know helmsSarah. Princeton. two shiers. Mr. Ola Outland. Alun-as. and Sir.
this was a done deal. gisen the
Gladys locker and husband. FAIL Malkin.% ilk. one brother. James
state oh where we are concerning
Ms:Kinney. Sikeston. Mo.; 21S granckholdren. seseral great-grand
security." Ehrlich told reporters
children. seseral nieces and nephew.
in the State House rotunda in
Annapolis.
The arrangement brought

Uoyd 11. McKinney
'1k:tuner:A tor Lloyd H. McKinney will he Thursday all p.m

a.

Sen Robert Menendez D-N.J., speaks at a news conference on Monday at the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey. in Newark. N.J.. shown in aerial views at rear
Menendez discussed the takeover of operations al mayor U.S. ports. including the port
of New York and New Jersey. by Dubai Ports World. a company owned by the govern
merit of the United Arab Emirates. Dubai Ports World bought London-based Peninsular
and Oriental last week, which runs maior commercial operations in New York, New
Jersey. Baltimore, New Orleans. Miami and Philadelphia
protests from both political parties in Coupess and a lawsuit in
Florida from A eomp.ns attected
the takeoser
Pubis: tears that the nation'.
ports MC not properly protected.
combined with the news of an
Arab country taketiser of %is
maior ports. pros ed a COM
htl•IIINIC mis
Republican Sen Lindsay
Graham of South Carolina said
on Fox News Staaday rho the
administration approsal was

•unbehes ably tone deal polio
eally GOP Rep torn Dash oh
Virginia said on ARC
• On.
iherk.•' -IC, a tough one to
explain. hut we're in a gkohal
economy
I think we need to
take a very ckvse kink at it"
Democratic
Robert
Sen
Menensie, ot New Jersey said
Monday that he and Sen Hotta.
Rodham Clinton. D-N . will
introduce legislation prohibiting
the sale of port operations to kit.
e)gn gi,%crt 'It,

At least one Senate osersighl
hearing was planned low Wei
this month
hase noted that mime
of the 4111 hijackers used thy
CAL as an operational And
financial hose In alinain. the%
contend the ('Al' w4s An impel
tam tran.ler point tor shipment.
sit smuggled nuclear .onipsi
nems sent hi Iran. North Kane..
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Mrs. Maeda (Pan Pawl

a

The funeral tor Mrs Maudie tPatt Powell will he today
Tuesday at I p m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
funeral Home Richard Youngblood will officiate Burial will Nil
low in the Murray City Cemetery
Vi.nathin is now at the funeral home
Mrs. Powell. 84. North !hoe. Alm), shed Saturday. Feb lie
21Xth. at 8:26 4.111 at Murray -Calkoway County Hospital
She attended I nos-T.1(y Church of Christ. Murray She retired
from Inland Steel t'ompany. East Chit:Ago. 111
light brothers and lour %hien all preceded her in death She was
the daughter ot the late Albert Lee Green and Lonnie Helen I.aac•
'green
SUM I% Oh include her husband. Richard Powell. one brother.
Calsen Green and wife. Sue, Crown Point, Ind ..eseral nieces and
nephews

Steve (Chip) Thomas Wilson

h-

'•

The funeral tor Stew (Chip, Minna. %ikon will he today
iTue.day i at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton
Res Elijah Balentme will officiate Burial will follow in the
Ferguson Springs Cemetery. Aurora
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Sir. Wilson. h0. Aurora Highway. Benton. died Saturday.. Feb. 18,
his home
2006. at 4 1 5 p m
lie was a maintenance worker at Kenlake State Park. He was a
member and past ni.i.ter ot \Iliad Lodge No. 923 of Free and
Accepted Masons
Preceding him in death were three brothers. Wallace Wade
Wilson. Billie Joe V411,
4411 and Maurice Wilson, He was the son of
the late Thorna. G. Nikon and Dixie tee %%ikon
Sursivors include his companion. Janice Koroad. one despiser.
Mrs. Lora Carroll. and two grandchildren. Jeffrey Carroll
Wesley Carroll. all of Benton

Fort Campbell soldier killed in shooting incident
FORT CAMPBELL. Ks
API- A Fort Campbell soldier
with
the
101st Airborne
Di% isleet died in trig last week.
the Army mid Moods)
Capt Anthons R Garcia. 18.
oh Fort %North. Tesa.. died
Friday as a result of a gunshot
wound in Tikrn. Iraq. the Army
said in a statement
The shooting was under
ins estigation het:allse it happened on a military base. Fort
Campbell spokeswoman Cathy
Gramling said
No tunher
details were a% adaNe. she said
"He los ed his kids and doing
stuff together.- Garcia'. wife.
Dons, told The Leaf-Chronicle

Clafirs‘111C. Tenn "We'll 'um
him so much
Garcia was a phy %Klan awls
twit assigned to Headquarters
4614nd Headquarters Company. 1st
Battalion.
101st
As moon
Regiment.
101st
Asiation
lingasie lie wined the Army in
August 1989 and was assigned
to Fort Campbell in June 2001
Besides his wile. Garcia is
sun ised by a daughter. Kelly.
and a son. Garrick. of
Clark.% ilk. and his parents.
Monico and Josephine Gars!
of Hudson Oaks. Tesa.
Monaco Garcia described h
son as a -"happy person"
"He liked to kid people A lot
flflss
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and do tun things." Garcia told
The Leaf-Chronielc from his
home in Te‘as
Including Garcia. there has e
been 124 soldiers from Eon
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COMMUNITY
Teacher of the Year
applications available

Youth center
announces
2006 events
The Main Street Youth Center has announced a list Of
regularly-scheduled events for
the coming year that includes
a 101 of fun. excitement. and
educational programs lor olin
peopk. According to Direetoi
()avid Hudspeth. the esent will
include kits of music. food.
games. and a sartet!, of other
entertainment and cducammal
programs for youth at the center located on South Fourth
Street esery Friday and Saturday esening from 5 p m until
10 pm
Alter schooleducational
programs and games are scheduled from ; p in until 5:30
p.m escry Monday and Tuesday and Bihle classes
been set tor Wednesday nights
from h p.m. until ts p in Also.
J special "Girls Day Out has
been scheduled for 2 p rn. until
4 p.m. esery second and fourth
Saturday of each month beginning Feb 25. The program
will focus on relationships for
teens. Girls between the age
of 12 years and 18 years are
ins lied to participate
Youth of all ages are welcome to nun in the fun and
Christian educational programs
at the center esers Sunday
cscning from 5.30 p m until
eseryone is ready to go home
Bible study. prayer sessions.,
food and games are planned

5%.l-Mart k Roe occepling applicable%
her its animal wheedler OF the Year sword
assierell Se recognise S'
award
ahem and beyond nor
gene
en who hove
ens' espectedimin
Appiicatiens an now a.maker at the
Vial-Mart arelenier monks desk. The, mum
he returned Se Wei-Mart no bier Inn Fridas the whiner MN receive a $110 grow
win
rum& pa% able to the school where the
tier trai he%

Ws
Dalshea Safety course changed
By Jo Burkeen
-lint

is oh
;
;
Its,, Isit and
J
present
will
instroctor.
ilohh) McKee a%
Hunter Safety Course for one day only on
dining
Saturday trom 14 a.m to h p in it Camp WO1A Crach
course
hall Monday and Tuesday sessions were canceled nu,
rhea* is no charge
is open to the public with no age limit
I -27(1 C26 14)24
2119 Or
Ti' 'men up tin the :lass

Consnuney
Editor

Band Boosters plan promot•••ion
. •
in the recent Calloway
Students at East Calloway Elementary School participating
Chance Overbey. Erik
Luther,
Ellyn
Mikulcik.
Martin
left)
(from
were
nt
Chess Tourname
Mikulcik and Simon Mikulcik.

Papers
accepted for
convention
Dr John Dillon and Dr
Rob Lochte. professors in %tut
ray State Unisersity s depart
merit of journalism and nia••
communications. base had
papers accepted for the Popular Culture .Associanoni Amer
wan Culture Association annu.11 consention iii Atlanta. (ia
Apnl 12-15
Dillon's paper. 1 sing Modern Cmcma and Student Role
Playing as Near-Eypenennal
Education..
Journalism
explores how 10 teach media
ethics and practices using the
ii
student-triendly MedIUM
film
A croon ot this work has
also been accepted tor publication this spring in The Mur
ray State Teaching Chronicles.
published hy the uniscrsity.
The
Lochte s paper is
Fifties Radio s Real Golden
Age lie notes that although
most historians call the years
of the Great Depression through
world War II radios Golden
Age. in tact. sets 11:w programming. promotional and
operational concepts trim) that
era suryise in the medium
today
By contrast, radio in the postwar years through the 1950k
underwent a dramatic and somewhat chaotic expansion and
emerged as the archetype for
contemporary radio strategies
Mans of the ideas from the
1950s are fundamental to the
radio industry of the 21st century. according to Lochte

a Gifts
HWY.641 N. WARM
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

go

New Shipments
*Gifts
*Garden Accents
*Shade Trees
*Oakleaf Holly
Open:
,

East Chess Club wins trophies
Erse members of the East
Calloway Elementary Chess
Club participated in the Calloway Chess Tournament held
Veh II at Murray State Cm senility
Enk Mikulcik won first

place in the K-5 distsion with
Martin Mikukik winning second place.
Siinon Mikulcik won first
in the elementary division.
This is the first year For
East Elementary to has': a

hes hasc
chess club and
! all UniUlaied se% eral
:dread!
trophies
Currently. there are 24 members in the club Da% id %kid
the coach
cik

Local Math-A-Thon to raise funds for
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
Murray Middle School will
hold a Math-A-Thon to
fit St. Jude Children..Research
The esent. schedHospital
March I is
uled to begin
being coordinated hy Counney
Vaniner By supporting the participants of the esent. son will
help raise funds for the internationally recogniied hospital
These WM% will help St. Jude
in its ongoing tight against
childhood catastrophic diseases.
"Our goal in holding the
Math-A-TN in is to help the children ol the world who are stricken with diseases like cancer.
AIDS and sickle cell disease.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital is a world leader in
the fight against these diseases:

and they hase made great
progress. but only because of
the help of people like the Litt/ens of Murray." said Vanoser
"We are asking that all citi
tens and husinesse. of Murray support our students a•
they participate in the program
Any person or business that
would like to make a donation may all the school at
We really need
753-5125
everyone'%
The Mads-A-Tbsa is 'pusmired by Six Hags Theme Parks.
who pros ide tree passes to
their parks but es cr5 student
raising S.35 or more through
the program.
St Jude Children•s Research
litisprial is internationally rec•

ognued for its nioneermg work
in finding cures and sa% mg
children with cancer and other
Foundcatastrophic diseases
ed hs the late entertainer Dann%
thiimas afkl based in Memphis. Tennessee.
St Jude lively shares its
disc-Anew, with %el(
..
medical ciminiumties
world, So family es cry pass
lot treatments not cuts(IAA by
insurance, and families with
uut insurance arc newr asked
St Jude is financialto pay
ly supported by .AI SAC. its
(Lind-raising orgamiatiou I in
mole intormanon. please %sit
www snuck:Ain!

Talk and demonstration contest scheduled
will he a% adahle at the Calmore afraid ot
loway County Public lahrary
speaking 111 trout sit others
on Feb. 22 and March I
than sit most ans task that
between 1.10 and 5 p.m.
they will eser he asked to
These sessions will gise studii in life The Callow as
dents the basics of speech
County 1writing, the pans and skills
H Program
in delivering a demonstration.
desires to
assist youth as well as practical help in
speaking before others
in learning
Nouth do not hasc to
to he more
attend all sessions, but they
con!'dent
need to call the Extensum
and secure
office to register before
in sharing
attending a session On the
ideas
Calloway County 4-H %scisbefore
Extension zmup.
sile at http //ces.ca.uy esjuIcjj
/ituthcles I. south can
Notes
(hi
also print publications that
March 4 at
will assist them in preparing
Csinny Harper 373) p.m.
Calloway
for the competition. Sharon
at Westside
County Agent
Sichold wilS he pro% !ding the
Baptist
for 4-H/Youth
Church. the training
1'w-inning dines in 4-11:
Development
Calloway
• Senior Horse Howl and
County 4Hippology team will meet
H Council will host the 4-H
Wednesdass from 1.30 to 5
Talk and Demonstration Conp.m at the Extension office
test. Ape disisions are under
• Junior Horse Bowl and
nine mot eligible tor area in
to I
/twisting) Team will meet
state competition).
Saturdays from I 10 3 p.m,
tomtit dis ision 1. 14 to 19
at the Extension office Dis(senior do ision) Youth must
trict competition for Junior
pre-register for the contest
and Senior Horse Teams is ill
hy March I
he March 16 at the West
Information and training
Kentucky Expo Center Noah
must come to practice to he
eligible to compete
People arc

r

• Kentucky 4-H Leaders .
Forum will be Feb. 24 and
24 in Lexington. Attending
brunt Calloway County will
he 25 teens and adults
• Kentucky 4-11 Work,
.Alterschool Programs will
. at Calmeet on Tuesday.
loway County Middle School
'and on Thursdays at Murray
Middle School This will he
after school until 5 p in and
with. sescnth and eighth
graders arc ClIknuraged
attend
Callowas Cowin
Cooprrative Esti-moon srn-ar
is tryst Monday through I ri4:30
am
cht% from
'The phone number is
-53-l453 and the
759-4243. Mr Calloway
Council 4-H Council receives
funding from the Murray,Callowas County limited
Way. Educational programs
the Kentucky Cooperative
Eurnsion .Service serve all
race,
people rreardless
S oter age. sex. religion. cln
ability Or national origin.
("newton of Arnim -h. Nennic.it Slate I'mwrsity. 1'..5.
aeparrment of Accicuffurr
and ken:acts counties cooperating.

Exercise

morning
by Steven

at Racks aid
.
will
);.
Mutc.
are
Customers
close
to
p.m
4
from
Wednesday
on
burgers
ti's the
asked to deposit their meal receipts in the container
High
boosters Proceeds benefit the hand programs at !Muria%
and Murray Middle Schools

ion
WOW Lodge 827 plans promot
101 Lite will

hese
Relay
Aikidos:1i sit the: ..orld odge
to is p m at Mr Gain's To
rebate day Wednesday from
25
qualify is) receise the money, the lodge must base at least
people that esening to specify they are there for the lodge.
a

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Club

will meet
I hursday IOPS (take on pounds sensihly )
Thursday at 5. 15 p.m in the annex of Calloway Public Library
The meeting is open to the public hor intormation call Marg.
Andrews at 753-7732.

ay
Glory Bound will be Thursdwill
be

ilic featured
a special guest
Thur.
Alinistry
ent
Entertainm
Christian
Round
at
Glory
artists
day (tom 7 to 9 p.rn in the new Goshen I.amily Fellowship
Center, Ky. Hwy 121 North at Stella The public is insited
taken
and there is no charge. Items for 'Seed Line will he
753-564 ;. Rene,
For MOM information call Joe Lawrence at
Taylor 0 753-8124 sir Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
For kieci%en • Sake alkl

ay
SS representative here Thursd
Administration

will
IC11(1:•4:11tai I% 4: 01 OK SO4.1.11 SO,ulits
arn
he at the Calloway Public Library Thursday front 10 30
to 12:30 p.m. to aSSI•i persons in filing forms For 'Montle
non call 1 -WM-772 1211

CUBS schedule meetingnoon

at Glendale Road
(VHS will meet Sc'dncsdas at
Church of Christ Holly Hooper, project director for the Ken
tucks Alliance for Drug Endangered Children, will he the pre
senter on this important meeting/training All who can stay arc
urged to participate in a local Drug Endangered Children',
Coalition meeting following the one hour CUBS presentation
Lunch will he pro% iciest hy the Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Pr-est:mum and drinks by the Murray Ledger
& Times CUBS is open to those in the community whose
agencies or orgamiatiims base a sers ice mission For more
information. COMACI Donna Herndon at 753-7784

Quilt Lovers to meet tonight

Quilt Losers in Murray will meet tonight at h p.m in the
room of (al lssw .is Public I ibrars The program
on maehine quilting using sour home
talk/demo
will he a
sewing machine to he presented hs Shirks Jackson, long-arm
,r 111
Enda\
quitter She will gise a hands
a 111 al the lihrars anne‘

,.,111111unit

Hazel WOW to meet tonight

flaiel is ill Meet
Ilie World
Woodni,
tonight at I p iii at Ryan's Steak House, Murray The them,
will he -Dinner and a Slims it-"

MES Council to meet today

will
Slurras Elententar Site-based Decision Making Council
Meel issias at 4 p.m. in the conference room All interested
persons arc ins lied

Southwest Council will meet Des1,1tpli

WA HL
School Site based
s
!he
,iiiimelor'
p
4
Council will Meet %oda) at
All interested persons are in%ited
Southwest 1,1enientar

Music Department will meet Club
parmient ot klUrTJN
Muprim at the club house
tonight .11
Blake anti riar Vacea

will meet
Inc program will he by

Al-Anon meeting tonight

p ni at First l nited
St \lion will meet tonight at 7
southsidc rear door
the
from
enter
Please
Church
Methodist
located near the playground The only requirement is that there
he; a problem ot alioholiNiii or addiction in a relatiac or friend

l
Cancer Awareness Wall at hospita
to! I itc I cann

of
lite Outpatient/Lahti' er.. [Misery Relay
County Hospital is sponsoring a(*sneer Aware-Calloway
Slurray
""".g../
"
*OW The
the hospital
ness Wall. located across from des ator B at
will tic
of'
card
Memory
In
or
or
Honor
entrance. An "In
%idles show that reading keeps
displayed on the wall to recognise loved ones who base dealt
the mind sharp Give your brain a boost
with cancer A SI donation is asked for each person re-cog •
Subscribe, lb the newspaper and expand
wed. Cards are asailable in Outpatient Surgery and at .111 tile
your mind web a world of information / fund-raising event--

Your BrgAn.
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It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping your
neighbors for five years --why not you?

"eget pastel Yr Sr fir so* WOOOP
Sr Ile wir
an oil*,11111.0111111

amoriAikamea.A

Mole Cram
330 CC Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 43071
270-7113-4741
oil 270-203-7107

Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic
Iffutu, D C

1313 Johnson Blvd • 759 1945

Pilot program links Calloway schools, teacher interns
The Kentucky
!cache: course our district began the
Internship
Program
and prograin at that UMC as well I
'Calloway County Schools base went through the program in
porsawal with Murray State 1986 inyseif as a teacher here at
Vetivers* on a pilot program to Cagossay Comity Schools he
mentor and assist first-year dal
teachers. Actegding to the
Calloway County current's
• Kentucky
Education has 15 teachers enrolled in the
°Professional Standen,. Board. program and one teacher corn
"the main goal of the program ts pleted the program at the end ot
'to help new teachers experitece the December 2005 semester
a successful tirst year in the
-We has(' sesen in:at:hers) at
classroom hs strengthening North Elementary two at East
effectitc teaching skills and Elementary. plus one teacher
helping the intern to recirgnire there Just completed. lour at
henatior, that are inettettise of (IAIS and twit at CCHS Three
counterproductit e tor pupil iii these
lust started the ;Enlearning"
grain this semester.'" Mctallon
According
to
Randy said
1,1cf.allon. assistant supertnAccording to McCallon.
tendent with the Calloway MUrra Stale Unit ersityis
County Schools. the Kentucky invoked by supplying a Teacher
Teacher Internship Program Educator representing the um
tKTIPi %Lined in 14045 -Of sooty Then serNes as KT1P

Canamies samba alas snob
the principal and I--- ?l
India Those cominse nindhen Obisenre the imam desalt.
plans to wide the ivies and
make the fled dimities an the
intem's bump* Oir
Ile said die AISLI eandamor
works with districts in assigning
teacher educators trom MSC
She will also consult with ch.
tnct K11P coordinators when
necessary and inform schools
regarding tramings to gel teach
CT' certified to he a restalfix
teacher
According to the KEPSB.
KKS 161.030 maim that all
new teachers aid ose-a(elele
teachers with less than two yen
of soccevutui teach*/ experience who are seeking Weal eanfication in Kentucky shall
serse a one-seat Internship

McCaig, Wad don. "Pinayear tosehees
empiesi to pa
in•soul of 28 la rims" boors
mid 50 "oaf of dm" hews of
Dane with lhar aspect,.e
temyince teachers doe* die
school year They me also
obsersed three Miami times
by the three different KTIP commute members total of nine
throughout the year The obsersame poodle isionattos and
ate tat the dame ad la
coariallor to WIC to promote
growth and improvement in the
interns skill lesel Also, the
intern constructs a portfolio of
work that documents and
demonstrates the tact that he or
she has met the KT1P standards
spelled out in the obsetsation
instrument And KTIP resource
guide It also gist-s the intern a
resource teacher 1,, use as a e-ear.

saltant and Obeftiot Mace
resource teachers are
toadish that Amid be able to
earl web the Mem as *Mines
problams that arias is lair firm
year McCabe NW the dance.
hopes aid gads kr Ihe poem
*oiled be lima."the ICTI8 wadi
he a poetise loop= he a Gem
year sada thel provides pawn aml hoard* dein the
ivisialkaly year at wichimp Wk
noukt hope dm mei isms is 8
better teacher and collapse
after hissing eulogised the p
pain OUf number 0011 goal
would he to pnwide support ad
assist in the development of high
quality teachers aid costume to
add to their high quality skill
level Thus. *Auden!, benefit
from a teacher N110 has been
suppietsd. nurtured andpl. bki

ed atataide arespi add
dada.espenanea"
/k tad the east eat has
sea tonalion at *we admWeed awe Ide ate posompoiNip a the IMP peke pupa tau
at ?soak likemenery add rat a
Eat
-i The VIP
pia papa Is • papaw that
ashes me of teacher work adplea(TWSI teamed of a waskimg
portfolio This model nicker a
diffeivet observation ismareammi
at well Marra) Stare prenrided
Came Camay s remerce
itadom
and somms
trusses is stihring the Moe
poled nwamials
Mccanoo said
allow ay
County is peetacepong•Mb
propel became daey Ware ihai
model will become the apiesd
model used for the KT1P in
Nati

Murray Main Street promoting
photo essay contest to students
To celebrate Presenatioo Month in Slay 211106. ond and third place essass trom the categories
the Kentucky Heritage troumil and PR...en ation Primars iradcs I-51. Intermediate ((lades 4411)
Kentucky. Inc are sponsoring a phiNit-cs.4) corn
and Secondary 'Grades 9-12i In additajn. the
petition lot all Kentucky school students :
s‘
,lurras school submitting the most entries will also he recSlain Street Promotion Committee is working tigniied*.ind presented An award for parficipation.
with Kentucks Heritage Council and Preset-Nation (ash awards and other Kites will he awarded to
Kentucky. Inc to promote this competition local all winners
Local gosetnnient oflicials will IV insolsW in
This year's competition is entitled. "%orking that students are required 4:011tai:i a lOCid deciPlaces Places that Work laksal student mtrants sion-maker and pro'.ide A copy of their essay and
are asked to identify old buildings in Murray And accompansing photo to that elected official
Calkiway County that hate pros ides' a place of Essay must he postmarked no later than March 31,
employment tor pre% ious generations iii residents 21Oh
and/or identity historic places that are still "work
For More inlorniation. j• well AN an entry torm
ing- tor the community in that they hate been ot and
guidelines, sisit
A w w preset.% ation
can he adapted to continue to he functional tor an kentucky org Of contact Ann Crupton. Murray
income producing purpose
Main Street promotions conunitre chair 1556,
The Kentucky Heritage Council and 3507) or Main Street Manager Ikana %right
Presc-rt anon Kentucky. Inc will select firm. sec- 1759-9439 or Murra tnainstrret murras k y net
,

Phan'

Students in Holly Bloodworth s class at Murray Elementary School held a Medieval
Fair Friday in coniunctron with their reading of the book -The Whipping Boy The
book is set during medieval times and the characters travel to a medieval fair
Pictured from let are Kate McMillian, Sarah Thompson, Bloodworth. Rachael
McDonald. Remt Romaine, Kayla Little. Jordyn Menage, Ashtynn Herrington.
Brenden Parker. Allanna Rogers. and Dakota Schroeder.
Pre"
are

en's
non

s1.51

ULM.ul, a Sank '1 it

4111,ii:'

and 0.

thfOt101 its •fthitillf I.,ao lit

!si St 1.1.1,41.. i.11. IA( kn,,Nk hw hard midi% Owls ow

ut Aprils its to ilft
kit Ivan. in 1.01%tx
/0%1*

l's• is List

anci 'sr: hat(' ifflofle ffik

wild and At hate ten
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rates

as $150.00 mond*

%Oran learning .1 \'Urfa\ offers

a substantial savings 11

prepay student sesames

So don't wait apply now to give your child the gift of learning.

PNIto prrwKlecl

Dora Pittman's fifth grade class at Southwest Calloway Elementary designed boxes
for Valentine's Day. Some outstanding examples of their work include (from left, back
row) Beth Courtney with her puppy design, Alex Mehr with her smiling heart box
design. Kayla Grady with her decorated wedding cake, (front row) Rhiannon Nance
with her denim/belt design, Kennedy Garrison with her postal box design, and Matt
McReynolds with his guitar design.

"Sylvan was
the best thing
we ever did
for our child's
report card.-

Don't wait to help your child get a
better report card.

Always Something New.
Always Something Different.
New Shipments Daily.

14 W Y 91 WEST • 435 4 770 • www redbuinctifts tom

634 N. 12th St. • •1urray •sy1vanormurray@murray-ky.net

Open: Mon Sat 10 a ni

p

Murray lodger & Tinos
NA • llsesdaty. February 21. 211116

Calloway County High School FFA
Chapeer Roster for 2005-2006
Melia& Jameleen
DAMN Nips
Kelm kiislit
as Laswiewoo
lima Lamm
Assies
lissessr lisilhis
Joni= Maks
Lucas itriCalkin
Michael McDonald

wiur

Sammas &soy
Mm Cho***

National FFA Week
February 18-25 2006

Bryan Coles
Brittany Collin*
Trent Cossey
Bryan Craig
David Crouch
Tatum Dole
Emily D'Angeio
Sara Dick
Amanda Downs
Kayla Duncan
Kelsey Duncan

Alyssa McGinnis
Jacob McGinnis
Haley Miller
Jeremy Milks
Austin Mohler
Chelsea Morris
Trent Murdock
Alicia Naulty
Wes Neale
Alex Noteworthy

Josh Eaker
Tara Etheridge

Chase Ottway
Kyle Overbey
Courtney Parker
Kyle Parker
Kristen Parks
Justin Parrish

Audrey Oakley

Hugh Falwell
Courtney Fuqua
Chase Futrell
Samuel Futrell
Kimberty George
J.D. Geurin
Laura Gleason
Aimee Graves
Kelsie Greer
Drew Haley
Lauren Harlan
Brittany Harris
Billy Hendon
Cassie Hendon
Amber Henson
Ashley Henson
Kayla Hicks

;"te pro,11)1'

Vice President Bryan
FFA Officers are (left to right) President Trent Cossey, senior:
Williams, senior:
Tisha
r
Treasure
senior:
Wright.
Mindy
y
Craig. senior: Secretar
senior
Falwell.
Hugh
Sentinel
and
junior:
Thomas.
Jackie
Reporter

fel CI 4 5

LIVING TO SERVE

Wesley Timber
Kelsey Mane
Jamb amers
COMO, 111140.6•1
Nom VAlliereen
TIshs
NM* Might
Korai* WWI
illeaosn Wyatt
Patrick Wyatt
Jacob Young

Enn Jakaub
Jarred Jordan,

Amin& Adorns
Scott AilIrbige
Frosty
AerraititaAlLey
garnet
Can
Grant liervoiri
Kagan Barrow
Jessb leaks
DosIn IMO

Kristen Phillips
Josh Reynolds
Jennifer Roach
Tract Rose
Amanda R Schroeder
Kelsey Schroeder
Michelle Schroeder
Madison Selsted
Camille Sharp
Charles Stating
Liz Smith

Wes Steele
Josh Stewart
Jason Stubblefield
Rachel Talent
Nicole Taylor

Samantha Hill
Stephanie Howard
Ashley Jackson
Darren Jackson

Jackie Thomas

Junior

Courtney Fuqua

shows oft some of the
western tack that she produces as part of her

Agriculture
Supervised
Experience Fuqua is the
the
of
chairman
Cooperation Committee

FFA...
LEADERSHIP FOR AMERICA: I BELIEVE IN THE
•Aftle tolen, if a stulike to take this
opportunio, to ante and espand
OIL mi. ONii sitth paragraph oi
the FI-A treed
/ hehete in fOk' 1-1.4 heraatr

By O. TONY BRANNON
Dean. School of Agriculture
Murray State University
t
Former Pans. Tenn
FFA Member
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,hamer in the FIA Qui/ Ctilltesi
it leadership training camp. Ow
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this

goals in

%1lfdt:Si

and
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reticent no. volt

1111%
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ft\ homer

suit

narrowed down. one h.s
one. that goal hetarne within
%II I had to Jo is v1, in
grasp
NJ% answer sigh' siniplc question
-Recite the sisth p.iragraph 01 the
there sirs no
I'Vti Creed
!hat I could he tricked on this
one
nsed torwards.
Knowing
Kiskwards anal sideway,. I real
',et! that it had oni, lute parr
lei rather than answer
graphs
there is no
mg the ohcions.
I retried the
sisth paragraph.
ord.:mark which is almiqs print
,•d at it,,' end of Ow creed
sa%. I did fill ii in
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adsisties tried ro
alwa•
,ope nIth the disappoint
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Prat-tical training. which helps
a student peepere kw lute and J41
Is OM' ol the primary
mins ol \ 1 14:410fiji agriculture and
time. A. One eltitilw4

ihM111116Ap/PFA paserair
inMitaber areas in doe mosschiinl
turoculum is that the students arc
nor lust taught hos% hi
age also shown how
111111g hut the
I' applt that knowledgc through
hands on i'%14-flitki
Ctillt. Jilon

,
Ism

tvtotik.,

going trom all 111%illft.10(.•
ipisiuth Is, .1 student's paper without entering the minds st either
Notational 1grieulture and I I- A.
through its surritulum and atilt
enahle• its students to learn
skills that are henclisial n, mat
ter what walk sit litc the choose
Leadership training is Inc 01
nlosi important areas sit the
11.,•
•'
II
V. olds

king recuswed thst providing

J

student with the skills eticeuvor
tor entry ink) am cicametton
Invi.ftev more thee just tacketsJI
naming The FFA has beat sewn

ally acclaimed th an outtemadinF
leadership development
organs/awn and has heen admired

'south

educaitirs around the world
The success of this leadership
desekipivient can he pointed Ism
tiy the number of national. state,
and local leaders who attribute
much of their success ki the FIFA
Indeed. the ETA is helping to pro%like "Leadership ftw Amenca
The ETA cliallenges students
Is think for thenisekes I AI tins

By the

dent eompetes often enaush they
are going to place somewhere
helms Wu place This is important not onl) hesause it applies
it, 1-1--A hut also to lite in general One ol the important aspects
ol the FFA is that students learn
how to accept both winning and
losing
II the %mkt has future. then
there must he a future in Lam
mg and agriculture One ol the
things humans base ne‘er learned
to do without is livid The farm
Cr% and agribusiness poi rie of tiKkis
and tssinsirrssvs 11:1%i:a great respon
saran) feeding and clothing the
TWOis. ah) ttw Fl-A us

rierberai

dealloirea
r• ositinship awoosiiii„

hint Jcii%s. in If•A at:follies. the
has.: round that the must he able
,44 other
10 think lor thelt1,0%1.
wise lace a
high the
Regardless ist how
intelligent e. how exiensit e the Agri
ulturc program or how good the
soltleM heti Jiiing the shun

or ...tents an ft A member a ill
Laxs
both win and lose
ailt antage of the t ;snow,,s smiles!.
stiskturc
The
rnst Jaards
01 the LTA alkyas 1m this in that
the
enough rss anis JIC cis
local Is' 'l s.s that

student it

they put in enough effort, .in a in

non needed is ensure our worid
its future

Iii surnmar) I belies e in the
I base ohser.‘,:d trom all
1:11-k
angles hoss it can take J
timid freshman student and hy
going theni the opportunit!. locum.
pete and the challenge of setting
goals. help to Ii, r broad mint.
station Alm+ prepares one for a
rewarding and successlul life
Besides all that. the FFA has prothe
sided me the haekground
opportunit. alter all these ”7:irs,
is' redeem myself and ante my
Sian sisth paragraph ol the F1FA

Trent Murdock. a junior FFA member. is pictured with
Superintendent Steve Hoskins during a Supervised
Agriculture Experience visit by Calloway County High
School Agriculture teachers Murdock raises 68 acres
tobacco on his father s farm in the Lynn Grove communt-
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Thanks To These Businesses Who Helped Support This Page
Proud To Support Our Local Farmers—
The Backbone Of Our Community.

Parker Ford MB
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273

FFA
64 YEARS

811?()\i.i

6R(A

Calloway
Count
Consen ation
District

MURRAY RECYCLING, LLC
"Money For Metal"
We Buy Scrap Metal, Used Appliances
Junk Cars. Aluminum Cans. Copper and Brass

CALL 759-5850
Leave A Message For Prompt Reply
Open Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

201 Woods Drive • Murray

introduces

Aux 30TM
FOltAGE
ENHAN('Eli
ANALYSIS

16*,,
100,
L,r,Ae Fat
I Crude Fiber 20%
40%
!Solids

A safe and economical snort
of protein and energy tar
cows. calves, and yearling!.
Call today for more.
informatom'
12701 767-0040

01116-767-00411
Hwy.641 !South. Murray, KY

mE

— Sales and Rentals

CASE IN

_

McKeel Equipment Co.. Inc.
503 Walnut Street
753-3062(800)852-973€
Kijboh

CASE

LilitiR&TImMES
is proud to support FFA and our local farmers.
Your hard work and dedication
is truly an inspiration to all of us.
1001 Whitnell Ave • Murray • 753-1916

Rohr rt,017 Rd. Smith • Murnil • 7157-0491

Henry Farmers Co-op

44

For All Your Residential, Commercial
& Agriculture Tractor Needs

Proud To Support These
Young Achievers

AAA

Dr. Bob Salley • Dr. Noel Thomas

Dr. Damon Eastwood

111.1.11MIIP *MI
11--"-ar f'anr

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Rohertvon Rd. South • 7:i1-6749 •

NSA evIvide‘et.com

KEY RECYCLING
We Buy Aluminum Cans.
All Aluminum. Scrap Metal.
and Junk Cars.
Turn Your Metal Into Money

1850 Hwy. 121 S.• Murray

753-5500
Savings Start at Key Auto Parts

TUESDAY
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RACER HOOPS

Racers warming up for OVC Tournament
And itaxr head coach Mick Crams
ctiiikket be happier shunt the law
trim.
it's a tics !echos as a
add Cipasin. whose Wird MSU upend
usIIbis week's cuakirsaga dale
by *TWINS or IP PPOVC aigalamasanas Side
graw's
SCOTT NAMEY
with a 77-32 arksigh atThasewee
Spill IOW
of the 20os oh Stew het Thweley. No way artmid
•
At the
Conference I Ilave midst, int we'd have the
mason. most Ohio
obeervers figured Tbentley's welehop coidessimat was abaady But sou we
between Murray Sere ad Silltalailat can go eut ire and let it all hang
Tech in Cookeville. Ulm- wield In out. Maybe it mhos us a little more
some form help decide the league loose
That doesn't mean. however. that
dissapioaship.
Imam& the 7:10 p.m tip-ott at the nest two games will be treated
the Elden Center will he nothing like glorified ekhdatitat hontests by
ISOM than a warm-up game tor both the 5151 coaching staff.
Despite a 10-game wine* Urea/.
learns in preparation I.ii nest week's
and J stellar 16-2 record is Yaw
OVC Tournament

Murray State plans
to prep for tourney
run against Tech
DV

SCOTT NaNNEYttadaar & Mass
Murray State forward Shawn Witho1-spoon trios to make a play
against Illiinois-Chicago during
last weekend's Brackat Busts/
action at the RSEC. The OVC
champion Racers will close out
the regular soason this tall&

piny. Cronin insists the *taxis sod
have some area of illar War thas
aliwasibawed wart Medea.Owe
sag pesiesses. while baps with
linsgemeed scuds sou Teem* at
is Maw sees of de souraimseat's
sop few wade.
We won't doer war
('rusts &-d.
claimed. 'As an old coach
oasx told me, if you're am genie
haw, you're genies worse
"We're trying to improve lain
MON is aced improsing We wad
to 'mecum or offense hinter; sate
wee that we get the shots that we
We also need to get
want to get
a ‘iitiple of guss goal Mika haven't
played *IN down the stretch. as well
as games OW yWNIS plys-iuese ewer
PIP*
Ose pilaw is Crowe will spoof-

sesieer is the Seal tsso geare.
s6-fote-10 wow maw Peerao• Gni
Si who pawed at he • wager as
ex is it pew see* et it swim
but hos Noe agessied
NM bads ihe comesessts
is Meeks with 62 and as wish is
die leaps asisuadieg at 60 board,
pet pew Newtstes. kis law pre,
mice down his has baea a arsa-ta.
Ire in recent weeks
"Pearson's activay hes dimwit
sod Cronin "Actively is presmard
atom aml se's as active
inn
player. When his whisky is high.
he's tires well aid k's ea high
This is les swim yew
right sow.
lad hs wide to gain *et dew 1•appeetusity oit Owe for bit"
See CIIONN Pap 213
•

RACER ROUNDL I'

Team
Effort

•

WINTER OLYMPICS XX
•
•

liver imm

Zags pull away
from Pepperdine
for 14th
straight win
('alit. (API
With Kobe Bryant. Reggie
Miller and a host of NBA
scouts on hand to watch -The
Adam Momson Show." Gon
saga put on an ensembk pre%
entation instead
The nation's leading scorer
had J relatiscly quit( 26 points.
1P Batista had lh points and
I rebounds alk1 Pierre Mafle
a
added
.%liitior-Cespeties
balsareer-high I" points in
anced effon from the fifthranked Bulldogs. who won their
14th straight game with an
74 victory °lbw Pepperdine on
Moadry Mak
"He's not going to hit eight
of 10 314 every night," GPM"ita coach Mart Few said. refernng to Mormons career-high
44-point performance at Loy
ola Marymount on Saturda%
'We lisughi through it
Batista added "les not all
about Morrison. We don't watch
him. we've all got to do our

Special to the Ledger
luniot forward lin Scott
Valicv
cArticd both the
Conference Player ot the Week
and 01,1* Newcomer 01 the
Week honors for her retied
setting performance last week
Sion averaged 30.0 point.
And Q A rebounds per game in
MK) 47011tesi

scott

12-01
123-3.
Gonraga
clinched its sixth straight West
Coast Conference regular season title when Loyola Mar).
mount lost to Portland earlier
Monday The Bulldogs clinched
share of the title on Saiur
day when they heat Loyola
Mar.mount
The I4-game winning streak
matches No (3 George Wash
ingion for the longest in the
nation. and Gontatta has won
consecutoe conference
21
games
Tashaan I-in-eh:in-Kelly had
25 points tor Pepperdine 1717, 1-41. which has lost five
straight ()serail and 10 in a
row to Gon/aga
Morrison came into the game
averaging 24 4 pouus. a halfpoint ahead of Duke's 1.1.
Redick Momson missed his
first five shots on Monday, hit
the nest five in a row, then
fi‘c more hetore Mak

AP

.L.

honored by
OVC for oncourt efforts

week
last
st-t
She
school :in
sic game
records with
41
points
and PO h...
kets and 1414*
10
down
rebounds at
Tennessee
state on Thursday and wowed
17 points and grabbed Mee
saboomila agmast Eastern Ill
non
She also averaged 4
blocked shots per
A
weals per game
down live shots and skkip,
live steals at TS(
Scott leads the lads Rat.
'points
ers in scoring Ai 20
per game and in rebounding
at 4 rebounds per tomes( in
her I' outings for MS( She
is shooting 53/4 from the field
anti 704 from the tree -throw
line She averages 1 4 Ivkicked
shots per game. 1 Pi assists and
steals per cosiest
i
%fumy State plays its las;
road game of the regular sea
son, when the 1 ati% Racers
visit Tennessee let h for s pm
game Thursda%
Snobs' Condit The
`sturra% State Thoroughbreds'
game algal:1%i Freed- Hardeman
scheduled tor Way at 2
was cancelled due to'
pm
snow

ktis '•

MEP

Scott

Gonzaga's Adam Morrison
(3) is fouled by Pepperdines Willie Galick. right,
as he shoots the ball whit*
Larry Gurganious looks on
from front left during the
first half Monday In Malibu. Calif

AP
dance final in Figfree
their
during
Beibin
Tanith
partner
his
Silver medalists Benjamin Agosto carries
Olympic Games in Turin. Italy. Monday
ure Skating Ice Dancing at the Turin 2006 Winter

Beibin-Agosto end U.S. ice dancing medal drought
Tanith Belbm
It RI's. Italy (AP)
,ind Ben Agosto were still on the ice
long after getting their sther medals
'They posed for pictures. clowned for
the crowd, waved the flag and tned to
thank es-ery single fan who showed up
to cheer them
After all, they were the first Amen
meda l
can ice dancers in 10 years with a
to celebrate
- "This is absolutely amanng... Ago.to said Monday night, wearing a smile
that looked as if it would never come
off. -We really feel this medal belongs
to a lot of people who put in years and
years of support And for the teams that
came before us and put in years of dedication building the sport of ice dancing in the 1. S
"It is hard to put into words It is
really wonderful
Tatiana Na'.ka and Roman kostom
am'. gate Russia another figure skating
gold medal, making it three in as many
events and continuing that country's long
success in dance Since it was added in
197h. a Russian or Soviet couple has
won all but two of the golds in the
event
With Navka and Kostornario on the
serge of retirement. though. that dynasty
could he coming to an end

And /Whin and
Agosto hold the
promise of .1
one
Tuesday's
••I know tom a
stars Mecham& Dortmeiste,
events
not take
will
ii
Benparnin Raicb gave Ausin.
5.4 Buithion
someshng chow about wowing gOld
another 10 seals
W Bobsted
and
super-G
modals in the aromen's
Beltnn said emphatW Figure skating
Its mini's gent skim
ically "Anyone who
W FreeMrla slang
was fortunate to witPeaks ...
Pit Ice Hoar/
ness our t . S nationJeramKocaticcit Croatia
ki NorracCamtwiscl
he
als. you would
won a who n 1he supsr-G
Spaschnialnia
•
so impressed with
Olympc
II is bar sedh
War •svni.s
the level of ice dantmachal metal- Its
vi Mr,ono,
ing in the 1 nited
sear by a woman
VA•wnip”
States I think it will
8 Dor
he less time for more
Anemic an fro
and valleys
re mow wood
medals for the S
books
Sado
Antietam
Apt*.
Belhin and
Maar red tor saml
to finished with
•
m the giant slalom
146(WI points. 4514
Sp
points behind Navka
kirsliiMarok
and
(irushina and
and say it's wog* it
Ruslan Cioncharo% of t krame were third
Aseseicana hew hew dime as rod
Americans Melissa Gregory sad Dents in ice incites as imeicata is bobsled
Petukhos were 14th. and Jamie Silver- They hadn't won a Weil dais Ceases
stein and Ryan 014eata finished inth
ty confute and Jim Mims lest it Limn
"We're set's grateful for eseryone hack in 14/e)
sows thow a half
who helped us come this far; Belhin decade hetivre Bethin or Apollonian horn
said "There was a lot riding on our
shoulders. and DOM we CUR erlITIC ilui II See OLYMPICS Page 28

A day
at

theGames

S

Fourth
District hoops
action tips off
next week
Staff Report
edge. .. Times
it the
,
k...1
',hal high s. Li level gets
nest week with
LI mien% j%
Tourth Ihstrict Tournamen'
at Stun-a'. High sthool
In the girls tournament. Cal
low ay County will take in
crosstown rival and host Slur
ray High on Monday at " p m
Marshall ( ounty is the tor
seed and receives a bye in the
first round 44 the three-lean)
event By virtue 44 earning the
Sio I seed, the lad'. Marshals
have already earned .1 pill in
the First Region Tournament
On Tuesday the boss poi
thin 44f the tournament will
begin with Murras High tal
mg on Marshall Comity
p.m. Calloway County. die kic
wed. OWWVOI a bye is the
opining mand. With the tor
wed. dee Laws heve desed
secured a apse is the firs.
Ret Tournallallik
I 1.
day IP Racer Alen Ow the
clionpleminps of belle-sums
seas. The gide gime will
bogie at 6 p m with ir boy..
at
to follow at

SPRING TRAINING

Girardi opens camp with Marlins
By The Associated Press
New Marlins manager Joe Girardi isn't
wasting aay time
Girardi dnlled Honda's pitchers and
catchers for more than three hours in 85degree weather Monday then said he a as
pleased vslth the results from their first
.pnng training waikout.
"I was mad of how they worked."
he said *Tines as hard a day as Use
been in on spring training. They were
moving all the time - that was part of
the schedule
"I behest.in work Vork is boss son
get better...
The Marlins also are norking to get
to know each other Seven everyday regulars and three top pitchers departed in
a payroll purge dunng the offseason
"Fortunately. we have names on the
*sty...* t'iirardi said
A protege of Neu York Yankees manager Joe Torre. Ciirardi has tried to set a
tome as a disciplinarian. esen adopting 'a Florida Marlins
manager Joe Girardi watches his
policy prohibiting facial hair There were
training
baseball
workouts Monday in Jupiter. Fla.
ISO violations of that rule from his freshfaced team.
how they want things to he runof hitters tor batting practice. After missGrant. a relative youngster himself at
( hic day after contradicting reports that ing most of last season while recovering
41. eagerly anticipated the first day of Bares Bonds was either ready to retire from three knee operations. Bonds hit
his first camp as a manager.
after the season or set to play 10 more five homers in 42 at-bats in September.
"I nuke up at 1:.50 a.m. and thought years. the San Francisco star did not show raising his career total to 7011. He trails
it was time to go." he said "Then I up Monday on the voluntary reporting only Hank Aaron (735) and Babe Ruth
woke up at 3.10, and 5:30. and finally date for Giants players.
(714).
got out of bed at h15 I w as mit!. anxBonds told the team last week through
Bonds' absence kit his teammates to
ious todas.his agent that he would come a day or react to his comments to USA Today that
From behind urapatound shade'.. Girar- tuo later because he needed to get sonic hi% injured knee has forced him to take
di kept an eye on the pace of the prac- -personal stuff straightened out. Giants pain pills and that he plans to retire, and
tice. The former cateher instructed the general manager Brian Sabean said. The to his remarks to MLB.com that he %vas
six catchers in Lanip on technique. fed mandatory reporting date is Feb. 2k.
lust "playing psychological games" and
halls to a pitching machine and took the
"Gisen the tact that Barry didn't play his knee brace feels so good he might
time to lug tno armfuls of water hottles practically the entire season last year. play another decade
to his coaches
ne'd like to sec him here early." man"Of course everything Barry Bonds
Pitchers threw bullpen and catchers ager Felipe Alou said. "But we can't says gets multiplied and is huge." shortpolished defensive fundamentals as groups bring a guy here by force before the first stop Omar Vizquel said. "People tend to
of March"
moved hum field to field.
talk about everything and every comment
-11 was impressed with hou smoothly
Alou expects the .4I-year-old outfield- he makes. I'm pretty sure there are other
things went.- said Brian Weider one of er to be in camp Tuesday in Scottsdale. players who say that, too, and they don't
the feu veteran pitchers on the roster
An,.. and has him listed in the first group even care. 'You are' Ok. good luck.'
"The coaching stall has a good graSp on
But ties Barry Bonds."

Sportaured By
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Center of Murray '
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FORT MYERS, Fla. (APi
From broadcast booths at
the World Series. Super Boni
and Olympics to the lakes w belt*
he fished. Curt Gondy was
pan of the C1pCflenie loF generations of sports tans
He was their amiable storyteller
I
.AII- St41 baseball games,
numerous
Rose BIM Is
and
several
1
NCA.A basketball final
Fours. delivering drama
and excite-

0
SESTRIERE. Italy I AP)
All that pre-Olympic tall. about
a U.S.-Austria rivalry in Alpine
skiing seems a link silly now.
Through seven of 10 events.
the Austrian ski racing machine
that has long dominated the
sport has produced nine medals.
three of them gold The Americans have one, an unexpected gold for Ted Ligety in the
combined
The rivalry hev mut; a rout
on Monday. when Austrian.
took tour of the six medals in
the day's downhill events.
Michaela Dortmeister won
the super-G ---- her second gold
of the Turin flames - and
Alexandra Meissnazer took the
bronze Benjamin Reich and
Hermann Maier also went I in the giant slalom
Meanwhile. the hest American finishes in the two events
were Bode ‘filler's sixth place
and Lindsey kikiou's seventh.
"We had pretty high hopes
and there was a lot ot pressure on us to take medals. not
lust for the ladies' team." said
Meissnitzer "It's difficult when
you know the %hole of Austria is expecting a medal It's
perfect now We AEC really
happy,"
The C.S. leant thought it
could match the Austrian power
ith the 1-2 punch of Miller
and Daron Itahlses. while the
women pinned then hopes on
kilcknv and Julia Slancuso. Kadiss crashed and couldn't overcome the pain. Rahlves. Stiller
and Mancuso have been bust..
Through tour of five men's

Vies Our
Entire Inventory at

www.
bennettmotorsim
.com

Ment in CM-

AP

Andreas Widhoelz1 of Austria jumps from the Large Hill during the Team Ski
Jumping competition at the Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games in Pragelato, Italy,
Monday.
Alpine ra4.-es. Miller tuts finished
no better than fifth place He
was leading the combined when
he was disqualified. he didn't
finish the super-6 after slamming into a gate
"If things went well." he
told The Associated Press on
Monday. "I could he sitting on
four medals, maybe all of them

gold."
Gold is something plenty of
Austrian skiers possess.
The Austrians have won 99
Alpine medals in Winter
Olympic history. 46 more than
its closest competitor, Switzerland. No. 1(X) could come
Wednesday in the women's
slalom from Mathes Schad.

aho had the two fastest times
in the slalom portion of the combined and won a silver medal.
No country can match Austria's depth. There is so much
talent on the team that. after
Michael Walchholer won the silver medal in the downhill, he
was not chosen to compete in
the super-G.

pleasing
Gowdy
tones.
un Monday. Gowdy died of
leukemia at his winter home
in Palm Beach. He was gh
It he called a game. '
..tru
knew if was a , magg esem.NBC broadcaster ,Dick Enherg
said
Announcers like Gondy
those vsho COW( Man!. sports
with deep knowledge and little shouting - may not he in
vogue as much today
Gowdy spent two years as
an announcer for the Nev. York
Yankees then moved to the
Boston Red SoN in 1951, start
ing a 15-year stay as their
main play-by-play broadcaster.
1-torn 19esh through 1975. he
was the %owe of NBC". baseball "Game of the Week"
"His distinct %twice ads a
omitor* to a generation of haw ball tans in New England and

From Page 1B
and thc
Racers will begin to look for that
much-needed edge against a
Tech squad that has had a baffling season by most accounts
The Golden Eagles. who
were picked to challenge Murray State for the conference
crown, arc in third place in
the standings and are in position to claim one ot the cos eted four home games in the
opening round of tournament
play.
Honever, head coach Mike
Sutton's crew has been in
freciall since dropping a 5551 decision to the Ravers on
Jan. 26 at the Regional Special Events Center. Since then.
Tech i17-11. 12-7) has lost six
of nine games.
Cronin admits he is baffled
by the Golden Eagles' struggle`
"I don't understand it Thai".
one Um trying to figure out."
he noted. "I don't know Sometimes it lust' comes down to
chemistry and rhythm, and
maybe they don't hase that
right now.
"One thing I do know is
that last year they led the
league in field goal percentage defense, and now they're
fifth or sixth Last year, we
were seventh. and nova we
first That tells ”11 something
(intlith

From Page 1B

team

Nohody even had a shot since
the mid- 1984).
But /Whin and Agosto have
shattered those ideas about
American ice dancers basing
two left skates Junior %odd
champions in 2002. they won
a siker medal al the senior
level last year and established
themselves a. fa% orites tor
Turin
There was one slight problem the Csnadian-horn Belhm
wasn't eligible for the game'.
Hellion moved to the Detroit
area in 199$ to train with Ago'.to. but didn't get her green
card until 2002 A typical fiveyear wait for naturalization
would has shut her out of
these games. since only ( .S
citliens can he on the Olympic

took up her plight.
though. and passed kgislatioti
that alloued her to take advantage •if recent changes that
shortened the it:nor:di/anon
process. She was sworn in Dr%
11. _lust In IITC to get a picture for her passport and a
plane ticket to Italy
"Ifs been a very up and down
yew with our emotion.," said
Agosto. who was mesmenzed
by the hole in the medal, repeatedly holding it up and playing peek-a-boo "We were not
even sure we would he here
And to now be here and with
this medal around our necks
is amazing
Belhin is only 21 and Ago.
to 24. babies in ice dancing
Consider that Naska turns 1 1
Congress

in April, and was skating in
her fourth Olympics Kostomarils turned 29 earlier this
month
"It's always a little hitter taste
when you have a silver medal.
It's one step away from gold."
said Igor Shpilhand. Belhin and
Agosto's longtime coach. "I'm
sure they will learn from this
I still couldn't he any happier with the way they skated"
Sixth after a pony showing in compulsories. &limn and
Agosto sambaed into second
with their sultry Latin original
dance They stayed there with
a passionate flamenco tree skate
that far surpassed their program at nationals, hut wasn't
flawless
and nowhere close
to Navka and kostomarov's
playful routine to -Carmen "
But their lifts were interesting and showcased her flexibility In one combination lift.
Apish) was in a spread eagle
and Flelhin hung upside. down
OSCE his arm while pulling one
kg up to her head
But she also had a slight
stumble on a twin*
a turn
and they didn't generate
the heat a flamenco usually
dries Even the crowd didn't
get into it until late in the
program

Fon Knox 62. CemObellece• 40
easy Rows art 57 Madasion
Ilatahaln
tipiassa Co 114. Higliantb
NNW 54 Sou's Floyd 31
Jadoon Co 43. Oil Co AO
Knee Co Greet 59 Eitel nap si
tarivwx* Co 64. Airdend Sim 29
wider Courier Camel 74. Walla Co
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Las Sayre $0 as Own Simon 42
Ludas, W.111/10111 41
114411111 Co $7 Vartaars• 7111161 45
Meade Co 511. Oireni6oro Cachat 33
Mason Co 72. Melon Co 70
Ompasboes 59.Ilmainnaga Cu 31

'Peaucals 11101katan at *wow 39
Pendleton Co 51. Uori Winona MI
Peery Co Coninevs Common pea to
Feb 21
Run HIll C1111111111111 Greinup CO 36
Scott 72 Wm.43
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Stlealf Co IS. fnalian Co 47
Sneeze Vales 77. Pilaw 96
Sheldon ark 55 Plandis So
Si Henn/ Mk WNW 31
St POMO 45Iddcrees Co 43
WWIOOiCO 30

throughout the .ountry.- coin
nussitmer Bud Selig said
The native tit Green Roe'
Wyo.. was host of the "Amer
mean Sportsman- series on AEU
from the early 19hOs into its
1480% Former presidents limn'
Caner and George H.W. Bust
appeared in fishing segments
Others guests
were lei:
Williams, quarterback
Tem
Bradshaw. singer Bing Cnis
by. actor Andy Griffith ane
comedian Jonathan Winters
George Botknhenner. pre.
',lent of ESP\ and ABC Sports
said Goudy was a "pioneer ii
our business and set the high
est of standards tor e‘erson,
iii spOrls broadcasting
(iondy announced garlic
with good humor and embus'
.ism and '.son ntaui broadcast
ing awards
"He's certainly the greatest
play -by -play person up to this
point that NBC spurts has CSC!
had.- \BC t nisersal Sports
chairman Dick Ehersol said
from the Turin Olympics "Fic
was a remarkable talent, rnd
was an esen more remark
able human being "
('toady sountkd like "every
body 's hrothei - lass." Joh',
I Nike wrote m his 1960 CS...1y
"Huh Fans Bid Kid Adieu," pith
lished In The New Yorker
"The Kid- was %Allan],
and (ion El.\ nnlads'asi his last
mann league at-hat, a hon,.
run at hens% ay Park, and became.
friends with his fellow outdoors
man

Io II1C. Tech is still tilt
most dangerous team in Oh
league
HUI

TV, radio
10()AY
MUMS
12 paw
ESP742 - Tour of Callonaa. stage 3
at San Jose Call tigr
ar
oX
au.
MEWS COLUMN
4 p.m
ESPn - anon at *Saw
SIMI gift
E SP•42 - LIMN at Dayton
II pia.
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osogravi. Nowa vairisana Odd
"OW Imat WWI01111111mg monk
16ago flalif4115111 Ong at Tom 111501
Isaasit-day tag*
MIS p.m.
PAK - tattoos Plum award owe
monies at l'unn Noy ofaiskad mos
111304,14.

PAK - Pannone 11011/, at Turin
hiay tastaska tam
11110301111
III oak
ESP
,
42- UV% Chankaans UMW&
11111 MOWN* I Reel Maine CF vs
Ammo FC at eledni Span
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Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for PH Siepheas or Julie BrOW11
7
ite at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 710a.sa.4 pa.• Fu 753-1,2

Your Ad
asir
glace
RIFIEL

usincs.••oat
11otorccle • Mobile Home
14% tor a trre quote
i INN! R ‘Nt
KINN,
N1(
Alll0 • •OMC •

SI 10 U 1 N
tot IOhitttl 1W It Insurance Sow,.

104 N. 4th St
753-3500
Large enough to handle youi
insurance needs. small enough to care

THINK pink•Sandra
Thum .-Chraten
D's
POI PIO Swag 2933816
UPPER CUTS Naas
Full Set $20
Fes $12
French $25
Fes 17
IMMICialle & Pedicures
1104 Story Ave
753-2887
Tues-thru Sat

14

MIFeat
JUST give us a cat.
we it be glad in hap.
Your loved one well
try to hnd.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Time
Call 753-1916
Messing 2 r old Black
female Shar-Pet near
the Calloway/Marshall
County line since Feb
ton
Please cal
(270) 437-4257 ill you
have seen her

EMERALD Transport
a local and long cis
tame caner loading
tanks
pneumatic
dumps. and tankers.
taking MOlicalkons tor
drivers You can apply
at 100 Recycling Onve
Pans TN between
7AM and 5PM 1100487-0636
parents
FOSTER
needed Earn 5351dsw
by °pia* your home
to a died m need Call
NECCO at 868-306
3226
FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person alter 600PM
FULL tate auto lash
with GM experience
SINN alp.-on beam
°Hong record. drug
lest and badiground
required
check
Excellent pay atioency bonuses. CSI. 401K
uniform
insurance
allowance Gal Jacks
Service
Daft
Manager at 270-527'Country
0564
Benton
Chevrolet

0

Ins

atm
ors

CHILD care career
looking for hill erne.
part brne hardworking
individual to heip shame
Ms minds of Ovarian
ages birth through 12
yews old Apply a 109
S 15111

Hi,
ctkik mai 01 NCI \
3

Apply in person
\1•,n -Fri. at 616 N.
street. Murray.
phone calk.
FARMER'S Choice
Send
Fiadmiti
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Kirksey KY 42054
or come by °Noce

war

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

ismesaa_oit

I lamilton-Ryker is currently acceptai.
.ipplications for the Murray area. Pay
,inge Sat-l0 per hour. First and second
shifth available. Must have %Site welt
history. Apply in person at 114 N.
Market St Paris or Ilanulton-Rker
will he at the Murra Unemployment
Office accepting applications on
February 22 at 9. 30ASI 114 Drug

win 01 beiltainek

lamealseuemeelow
imeLari are tooling
tor the beet

M

a Chasm

CLEANING lionasais
nig bulimia. CM
Linda tt 711141113
NOME claanng *saw

es 435-4017

Free Tennessee

ACCOUNT
REPRESENTATIVE

too Woad
NMI TODAY I.
Reaming voices needed tor sera phalli
soling
No
work
Immediate kill time
Work
poations
Monday through
Thursday 10 30-6 30
Fnclay 900-4 00 $7-12
per hour Paid weekly
Accepting appecabons
Monday -Thursday
900a m -10a m
1300 Johnson Blvd
Murray KY

SPORMIRE
SCONINIOSINIS a
WI tam
altering
ampbyrnant in a mar
mead Mani almsWe are now hiring Tool & Doe Makers Owe Ni Mos manulac•
who 'use experience building.
mount posmon you
modifying. and repairing large transfer rook ma teem minionto build high tech
dies. deep-draw dies. progressiie dies, owe.
mama Duties may
welding fixtures. and quality check aidtala one or more or
ea lelleiMitg metal
fixtures This would also he an
Ina* Masao labnatd
introduce
he
to
t
opportuni
excellent
bon and sulammemlay
Ill cuffing edge t”.tirolorriting
aapicarion or ponds,
technolor,.
ooat. electronic sub
Applicants must lune a high school armarre*/ tabncabon
Ina pomade maim*
diploma or G.E.D.: and pass the and oily InipadIan
N(X-11 test for Tool & Die Makers. AbIlly ID mad damlnia
Qualified applicants will earn $20.500 and nook minvollsts
rimulved Manion to
per hour We otter an excelknt
OW and quality is a
'
benefits package to include relocation moat
Paisous machme tool
assistance It )ou meet the abosc
mmenance or PC
interested
are
and
qualifications
mipialmico snaky withese ‘jCanCICS. send .your resume to
de*.la a plus N you
della le be port of art
Human Resources
indkieby aging com'Thy ssenKrupp Hopkinssille
alters a company
benefit
prehensive
1500 Frank Nost Road •
commminia
Paokaan.
42240
Hopkins% ilk. Kentucky
sloe.ways and tha
for
copwamipi
adwommant. sand
An Attinnati‘c Action hiudi
OW mama by email
Opportunity Employer M/F/14A
to
MININIAININt

MON COMPUTERS
Technician
Smarm repairs
7511ANS

A. Cerelled

She hasc openiny. for 2-3 Represenatii es
in the Lruial Area
14K + full benefits

taking calls toda% & tontrirriisi
27n-293.444m
Mr. jobakoin

Et*Ad
or
Gallery
MOVE
Murray is currently
seeking an Assistant
Manager Apphcanon
are
resume
and
required No phone
calls please
PIZZA Pro now accepting applicabons for Fri.
Sal 3-11 8 Sun 10-4
Must have dean driving record for 3 years
and be at Mast 19 No
phone marines please
Apply al 605 C South
12th Street
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
sakes
Prolessional
position with excel/bent
income polentiel for a
MN-motivated. hardworking team player
Enoilent hinge bone
ark Combas trag
proWled Bring or mail
resume to Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
841 N Murray KY
42071
Pond
WILLOW
Restaurant in Aurora
now hiring Apo* in
person 4-8PM ThursSun

1111L._i
advisors
SAFETY
112500 month. tremor
wabutos $3000 mole
Cimminy vd1 ban.Cal
OPP 11110-1011110/1
14100-5711-51111

SANITATION 1111111CK
EINVIIII.
bonsai. NO school
grease*. one year
rang trucks and
equipment required
Will drew $ lasso
(remiload to Olin
CDL). Plaamplaymmit

dnij MUM* SIMS
$719 hourly. AR* it
Ree11411418111.
Human
Mai
Murray
University 404 Smelts
KY
Murray.
Hall
4 20 7 1 - 33 1 2
Worn•nIminoritie
encouraged to appiv
EEO. MCC. AA
TAKING applications
for all positions Dey
& night. &PO/ Ni person at Sonic. 217 S.
12th. Murray. No
phone calls.

Et.
SEEKING expenenced
cableicleta technician
for West• T N,SW -K Y
Must have
areas
dependable
clean,
truck 8 dean Mang
record Cal
731-352-9863 tor mem
matron
TAKING apPocattons
Mon-Inn 2-4 Al you
can imagine breakfast
staining March 4th Sat
& Sun 7 30-10 30
Hinng broadest chefs
bakery, and servers
Apply in person at
Ryan's. 801 Wel-Man
Murray

\„
Call us we 14
be
glad to help

ANTIQUES CM Lam
3633
BUYING funk cars
trucks tractors
metal boats 436
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray

BRAND new Bow Flex
Emmons. MOO maw
Mad Ab Lounger $50
Maeleampellas. $50
Gszalle. ISO AI new
excellent
condelon
753-9970
Obsolb
4 room Salsas SipVIM tree Taal Chem
PIM only $29 99 per
rim for trot 3 mo
HBO. Ilhoweine
Stars Sae for 3 rno
Ibmanly Manna
Wean 75111-0604

INSOLE AND 0061.
Sap
SLEWIDES
your deedThai's at
you need New USW
and Repo s Cal today
a 7314424447

ewe ow 9wwww.tom
Menem
I hugs

WISP
7111411114-9430
ND lalendsisms
Come by 506 N 12th liir—arnsvolla
3
Skeet. Sale J & see Sadamm
2 NM
our ampa valectionat votRINIMIsla
only
ND lionsions OLP. $144141'
LCD. Plasma. I Rear 731-5044429
Brands
Protection
JUST MP a baboon 2
include Toshiba LG.
Odyntania as Ion
'
Zonal. Sony. a Sanyo asKW$185141' v. a c
carry
also
We
731-5114-4111111
Sound,
Surround
at
Horne Entertainment LARGE witlicaon
ouslay tame. energy
Canters 11 TV carts
ellawit homes ai an
Financing avallabta
For move onto oil alloiderne pm* Conte
by and see why we
Ormatay's ?WNW
were voted the beet
honks
PL186STA11011 II 2 menutectured
on the voting
GAMES Now soldbad- dm*
ad al Waal Eidlallos atm
Nome
Aitownoad
an IMP Oang Soma
East
Nap 11101100n. Great Slim. Inc 2003
Wood St Pans TN
Prices, 7511-01130
38242 (731441-8900
1477-75441900
PREPAID Dish network
satellite cards. No
ISIS CLOSE OUTS made check im comand
Sonalovnoes
mitment AT 80 or Dish
Buy
Doublowides
For
Frio
$30
Latino
save
and
today
more alto 759-0901
51000$ WE OWN
THE BANK Cell today
WASHER or dryer. $75
at 731442411311
each 55 incn beg
TAKE YOUR PICK ICellee TV 1 year old
Need 5 Sndroorns and
$9007664430
3 Osilm or how about 4
WHITE men wedding
2
and
Bedrooms
capped
wi
dress
Baths' 11011 prima in
sheaves are 16 ROO
the 1150s Cat
270-753-6909
Call
731404630 today"
atter SPIA
PRE-OWNED mob.*
homes Excellent con 16 and newer
•
models We deliver and
set up 270-486-2525
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home arid lot
USED
112100 753-8012
APPLIANCES

270-753-191'

CINDERELLA prom
dimes* 1 sae 4 Atlas 1 sme 9 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

amoistilmeaseramesA

AccalpEri Applicatnes

()Mee Muni8saa.- 12 p.ai..6
1 p.a.le pas.

R

eek'lais

'SR. at appienom
Odut Aalla Iselits al
4215 Coleman RE
7504116
Ask about mom si has
days Coleman NE
730-4115
-amnia
Garage Gtt A wogs
rooms Gateman RE
753-91198
2BR central gas Nan
canna ars $275 and

FIREWOOD

Wriouite1112 Elei
It. Chan. IMOD
7511.1615
NM 2 Bain Duplex
$700
with
°ace
nionlh Cal 227-0375

'53 290S sc '53 7536

PREMIER
taivaSTORAGIE
wade otrimia opera

DUPLEX Lyre" Grove
on 94W Large at new
MR. 1.5 MM.geraM
dayaradana Cat,*
dam vorrar and Past
pick-up furnished 56
'no 435-4273 or 293
7404
NW Sonetspood amRent
dorninisons
9600 7117-994I1
Voila
FOFIREST
Apartments 1213 hi
1811 St . now accepang
applications tor 1 br
apt Mac rent $345
BR
2
month
Townnouse basic rent
$37500 Cell 753
1970 Leave Message
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom at maranon ensitarn Dia•
Cal 270-435-4382

rent

or for sais Three bedroom. two belh 10250
per month. Cal
753-2452
NICE 211111 No psis
753411105
Lash,Owl
LOTS for rent
753-9866

1 600 Sp Ft 641 14
next to Roiling Hills
Nursery Office Retail
Etc 7311333

free

isarepa
•Seuffele
•541411 It caw
.4•61,uN boaaa'

'Mb rant u-Nauis
7133.411100

1 7013. sq ft business
space tor wee Negri
Ironic location pust
north or ~Me on
Hwy 541 New comer
Avolabte
rates
Reasonable
Calvet JO Sparks at
753-0057
707 South 121I1 Siram
Soon Conan 1200
•q ft 710 sq ft
153-1232,733-0404

UVE Oak Alas.
Remodeled
tSR $29000
211R $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for quallhed applicants
°thee hours 6-2
Mon-Fn
CM today tor appose.
wont
roam
NOW LEASING
t 2 & 3beelroorn As
We accepr Section
8 vouches.
Apply at 'Air-Cilia*
902 Northwood Or
Monday
Wednesday Fncloy

COMMERCIAL alma
mg SON rent No mese
area LoadadalISM
ain m Pet imam irdo
cal 73641101
COMMERCIAL Meldwig for rent 201E50 aid
16:50 Good Con
tor ram or dem on
641 In PurVIiii TN
1200 each per month
(7311247-5936
COMMERCIAL or MN
750 up to 3.000 se 11
restroorns
plenty of mama
excellent location neer
aidasi busking 404 N
481 St comma
759-3M

Phone 756-49114
Equal Housing
Opportunity
IND P1-800-648-6056

RID osics

MILS

TS

Ihiphs

$100 Deposit
BR From $2110
211R From $325

DOG Obedience
Masser Trainer
436-2856

Call blade

rilenOVIS

(270)527-831-o4

CLASSIFIEDS
GET

Alf Warshoueng
New 11115U $2050
763-711M
MURRAY Store and
Loot presently
units avoletle

759.4118

2.122 MO Ohm or
read 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

COMPLETELY me tro
12 we 110500
753-8012

i ea CANA nave
3
1115u Noon* inevad
visa no pate depose
remeed
279-227-2704

Up. some wih new ear
pat Gatemen RE

311R $195 753-6012

Rases/

ime at L- -J
ems Ulnae tienuetet Now IOU
Calamima NE

NM*/

00011LEWiDE for

Faro ash Nowa* 4

1-8811-545-11133 - Ext. 283

Our rad Teo egeouse

Illeseas Re awit

6620 combine 4W0
tors electric ranges 643 corn head 215
gas heelers air condi- and 216 gran heads
baseboard 12rowJO 7100 no til
tioners
heaters Used carpel- monitor insect boxes
6 row 7000 no el 6row
mg 753-4109
AC no It Gismo hod
WANT to buy Junk Car
cult 208 1210 JD
and Trucks Call 12701
gram cart two Krause
474-2540 or 293-6199
dean 21 to 2311 6 no.
Six clays a week
Danish one cult 225
Waist gram wagon
Midas
gravity low weir hyd
Per SO
auger 1800 IH tandem
gram truck 20/1 bed
Pala
270-460-2462
room num Dvn
uPpalla atellsole
Proomantilag Mans at
S1911S par foto OMB
cnannals at WM has
for 3 rnos Beaeley
Antenna AI Salaam
759-0901

M453-8556
nip

Ward -Elkins

G000 used retngera

Gardre/Egitz Dom
A partMents

Diugula Unit'• %tuna% KY 42071---

14600 211R
Flasbmad. Inall
I Mak Midi. import
MOMS ea aom lot 1
mla ad Ill. 753-71123
1901 MO Very nice
imila mom. $15000
71114W12
NO $1 Illridracont 2

Murray Ledger s
Times

Calloway

ligama Per

Mass
For lab

19R 1 year old riO
oats $300
deposit (205)361-4763
334)419-4046
t OR 2br ayes near
Murray
downtown
starling at 5200rmo
753-4109
1 2.3 ems 753-1252
or 753-0806
12 IL 31114 apts satiable Reese cal
7534221
•110R 1 bath washer
dryer. $336
VIM, 1 Bah apt lit
appliances sod $425
•IIIR 1 beth edh
tam. vard $360
753-7569
1611iTarl mallable
Ittaberices arrilehed
Mur-Cal Really
753-4444
bow. 11111. me Nit

mow pal 711114111110

71111141MIL
VERY rum 1111‘ IBA
Al appliCrCsitt A
ances. 1 VW MOM 1
month depose No
pea 753-2905
VERY moo 2BR weit
kosher and diver anti
Oast
dishwasher
neighborticod. no pets
$475 plus deposit
"" -"t'Q 293-1116°

3 aoes for sale a 376'
Cherry Corner Rd
7594400
Haley Pielesernm
noptiallta
,
liar elle es wore'

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Units
Available
•Now time
Climate Calrol
•All Size

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

418 • Isoesdas, F dormer, 21. MN

,
%Iuii.ii I rderf & 1 MK

cir• J

ap() Penang and
Construction
ResiMMIMI and new
condlleiddelk IMMO&
vasereetedsimp.
went
aleseL
cal 41111111113or
217-311711

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75

492-81 92

WWW KYLAKEFS•
BO COM
See WM homes for
sale by owner or MI
your properly
767-0891 lot into

27

acres

01 Grand Prix GT
Coupe. Loaded. 55K
miles. $9,500 OBO
703-1411
1900 Ford Taurus ( )••• I 141
I\
Excellent runrwig conmiles
with 90K
Asking $5500 Wel deCuss any reasonable
oder Cal
(601)831-3080
IIACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
97 Dodge Ram 2W0
white rock
93K miles 35 800
436-2113
411
08('
Closer work & Track
hoe
e II laws

S'9900

Call owner
270.9244328
I

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
April 1SC1
RErklit & PLRIS
(li.A1) K. HI t:IIES
22 st ii. I'.Pi ins S1 1
12701 22i1-eleti
1279102-5191

Barkley
waterfront

KY-LAKE
dockable

Falai

RANCH Stye Houle &
10 5 acres. 1 tide tom
SW school 3 bedrooms 2 full this.
30'40 healed atop. 4
mail horse barn. 22x40
shed.
equipment
3224 900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992

R

allestettlite

Ii

`.1 I

WESTERN
Kentucky s Largest
Indoor Seel Show!

29R on 4 5 acres in
Lynn Grove Carport
detached workshop
579 900
270-753-4109
BEAUTIFUL 2 story
brick home 48R 20A
attached garage and
fenced in backyard
1608 Poplar Street On
I one-way street
across from Murray
Elementary School
Must see, $105,900
Call 227-0769 or
293-5330
1610
owner
BY
Sunset Dr The street
has a grass boulevard
Clow lollASU and city
schools 1 940sq •
attached carport 38A
18A nee polio tongue
and groove wood big
windows. french doors
hie floor. C/14/A New
carpet. fixtures paint.
hie roof. insulation
eventing n the house
Price
looks great
reduced to $120000
Justin Tripp
1 270-293-9569
313A
4E1R
NEW
Murray Estates. 2 tami
ly rooms hardwood
tioors. ceramic We. carpet 3 car wept Lots
of extras for the money
Great price, 753-3086
293-9747
OVER 2.000 sq ft
38R 258* 2 was
tering room large ferrety room kitchen dining
4th bed or
combo
study screened deck
3075 Old Salem Rd
$159000 Calf day
evening
762-0450
753-9961
Two bedroom. 1 bath
an Hazel. Central hem
a Off, rowel mm and
new windows P
sell Call '
her Wm.

March 3rd 4th and
5th 2006 at the
EXPO Center at
JR s Executive Inn
Paducah KY
Cal (270)362-8343
tor details
1999 See Rey 1908R
SOL Alpha 1 Delve or
dual axle trader 8 lots
of extras 753-0826

n

em Olesse

436-5141 A-AFFORDAISLE Hauling Clean
out garages guners
punk 8 tree work

C B C Renevaeon and
Remodeling.
We care
home

about

Meese No Phone Calls

Bikers drown out funeral protesters
By RYAN LENZ
Associated Press Writer

TWO dory brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excelent
incom•-produc•r
270-753$125000
4109 270-227-1545

First Come - First Serve

ttleck us out

(270) 753-1916

per month!

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

CUllorsuy
bawl
Trash Sr r ire
MIRACLES.
and
'R,ursecieening
•kOtiMin Precr
onsoucnon Peen up
a RELIABLE
25 yews importance •RATES Al LOW AS
trieres,
e.P
aisteo
Relerence
76)3700 293-4065
ed Meese cal
7157-94

PAM
tAWN WIWI( I
teat gymkhana a
• ••
removal '
& tree trip
suntactron
Call 7S3

Eddie Ward Farms

Call Classified
Advertising at

Free
Pallets

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
mandyrnan work
Pose estimates Call
707-0Ne end
270-519-8570

your

i-tome repairs

additions. decks rooting, floor covering.
landscaping Wong
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobenson0wk net

I'( )K 1 CANWHELL.
Wearing leather chaps
i API
and %ests cos ered In military
patches. J hand of motorcyclist.
rolls from one .oliber's funeral
to another in hopes their respectful cheers anti re% s ing engine.
will drown out the insults tit
ixotesters
the
themselves
Calling
Patriot Guard Rider.. they are
made up of motorcycle club
members w hto could no longei
inky-ate a kallsa•-hased fundamentalist church picketing military funerals with signs reading.
'llumk (nit' for lEl)s the hikers shield the families from (taproots...ter.. and osershadow ilkpeers with their own painotit
chants and a sea 01 red. white
and blue flags
'The most important thing
We i.an do is let tamilies know
that the nation cares.- said Don
Woodrick. the group's Kentucky
captain "When a total strangei
motorcycle in the
gets on
ot winter and drises
miles hi hold a flag. that makes
a powerful staleillent
Across the nation. Patriot
Guard rulers number inure item
5.000 and at least 14 states are
considenng laws aimed specitiCall), at Me funeral protest group
led by the Res. Fred Phelps.
who believes American death.
in Iraq aft' di% me punishment
for J country that harbors feeno
sesuals

S
'
Kiligitt

Ditifilig a Itiote•I at a recent
memorial ser'sii.c at Fort
Campbell. church protesters
wrapped thermeler. in upsidedown American flags and w as ed
They
signs.
neon -colored
danced and sang impromptu
songs peppeied with sulganties
that condemned homoosesuals
and w withers
Fhe Patriot

(ward

was also

J ruckus of
support for the Unitises aeries.
the street as commumty members tame in the freezing rain to
chant "1 -S-A, U-S-A" alongside them
- M.is elm die right thing (ii
do This is something America
said Kurt
didn't do in the
Mj el. the group's national
spokesman. "Whether we .igreswith why we're riser there. these
soldiers are dying ho protect our
freedoms.Phelps-Roper, a
Shirley
dam/Ater of Fred Phelps and an
attorney for the Topeka. Kan ha.ed L•hunch. said neither state
Can
laws nor the Patois(
God
that
message
then
•ilenCe
killed the soldiers hetause they
fought tor a country that
hiieniisexual,
einInf
there

w as mg

up

'The scriptures are crystal
clear that when God scts out to
punish a nation. it is with the
sword An 1E1) is just a brokenup sword." Phelps-Roper said
that

-Since
chnier

got
al

to

is

his

ol

weapon

nur fOrtiM 411 choice has
he J dead sOltitel • linter -

The

church.

which

is

not

affiliated with a Imre denomination, is made up moldy at
Phelps' cascaded family4tershers. A small group ordain
appeared last month in West
Virginia outside a memorial for
the 12 men killed in the Sago
Mine disaster. They held signs
reading 'Think God for Deed
Miners" and "Miners in Hell."
During the I990s, church
members were known mostly
for pocketing the funerals of
AIDS ..i.-tints. and they have
long been tracked as a hate
group hy the Montgomery. Ala.based Southern Pri'sr1y Law
Center'. Intelligence Protect
The projects deputy director.
Heidi Beinch. said other groups
lust. tried to counter Phelps'
message, hut nose have boss as
orgarnied as the Patna. Chord.
-I'm not sure anyhody has
gone to this length to stand in
solidarity.- she said. "It's nice
that these seterans and their sup,
porters are trying to do something I can't imagine atithing
011e Is killed
ill Ifata and souse grit to deal
with hed Phelps
Kentucky home to sprawling
Fort Campbell along the
Tennessee line, was among the
first states to attempt to cleat
with Phelps legislatisrly Its
House and Senate hase each
passed hills that would limit
people from protesting within
1011 feet of a funeral or memorial service The Senate .er.eni
would also keep protesters front
being within earshot of gneN mg

friends and leanly members
The hills were written to pro
Wet families tit soldiers such as
Pvt. jardeelL- Ptootki. 22.U1
Evansvills, bid., a soldier from
Fort Cempbell•• 101st Airts
DIVISIOn who was killed in
brautry by a roadside bomb in
Bea* frig
Westboro church members
gestated at Pflendee's funeral.
screaming piehnities at mourn
ens and the pastor as the
passed Famils memhers wentshielded !nen the insults h the
rumble of Patient Guard motor
cycles
-We were glad that ills
Patriot Guard Riders were
there." said Jackie Ptender. the
soldier's stepmother "This
group of protesters waink•t1 on
ficgaii‘c
put menedeng
Jonathan'. funeral In actuality.
It became r positi.e thing
because if the support we had •
Patriot Guard member. iuinly
.how up at funerals if ins tied
family Richard Wilbur. i retired
polwe detective, said his Indiana
Patriot Guard gniup came to the
Pfender funeral at the family's
pfOle•tefs
alter
request
announced the. pI mined to
attend
-No one desers es this.
Wilbur said "It I were horsing
rns los ed one anti they were out
there yelling anything close is,
what they sell in the families of
these soldiers. I know my tem
perainent I prohabls would not
handle

it ser) well

Iscoolles 111p1

Horoscope

Tonight Smile away
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
es* You might be Ike, es one CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
•*•* How you handle a pe,
might say, a cat dmsing do
02-11111111 ROOF
wiN sonal matter and what you do
it
and
MIMI
what
have
You
as
be subiect to revision
REPAIRS. New
be well
753-7728 could
do whatever you need le do 10 with information needs to
encouraging greater involveRoots. all types 29
you will need to break away from
Put on your thinking
out
thought
is
Man
perhaps
-but
there.
get
communiyears experience Can
black-and-white rutes You will ment in your work and
ONJ HANDYMAN
day to pursue this cap today but be ready to take
Carters
We do an •rie add lobs learn how very different every ty Nevertheless, you could mis- not Ms bast
s as pan action tomorrow Not everything
beginning
New
course.
misinand
someone
d
understan
are
desires
time
In
you don't have
person's needs and
A-1 Gutter cleaning
you hear is factual Tonight
second
very
this
at
not
but
him
stile
to
important
is
what
terpret
tor
Keep smiling. and you'll come
hauNng. sink dean up.
your head
be.
as
can
Happy
Tonight
ess
Togethern
her
Tonight
or
293-5438
out on top Listen to feedback
doming out sheds etc
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. le)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
from other sources, and you will GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ELECTRICIAN
You zero in on vela,
436-2867
*****
want
you
what
say
You
***
**
develop and grow Your public ••** Many people have a dis
/Rernodei
Conn
New
Finding the right
want
you
do.
to
need
you
do what
A-I Lambs Tree
image and professional commit- linctive style and way -- you and
or troubie Le and ins
answers happens through contuthe support you might
your
though
Service Complete
s
Sometime
included
ve 30 yrs exp Cali ments will be spotlighted this
sion, biainstoming and listening
removal trimming etc
like will not be there Listen well
unique style might drive others
year You might want to go back
753-7091
to other opinions. Though every
new
with
up
come
Also Tractor
you'll
and
effort
the
away Others wilt make
to school or gain further informaFUTRELL S Tree
detail might not be precise. you
ons
suggesti
and
work Lander-aping
ideas
to reverse their processing and
tion If you are single a trip might
Service
do haus a guns plan. Tonight
436-2867
Brainstorming sessions might be
are cornyou
where
d
understan
and
social
open the door to your
removal
Trimming
Where the gang is
Hang out
Tonight
confusing
ing from Tonight Happy as a
A-1 Stump Removal
romantic life Go for adventure
Stump grinding fire
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mach 20)
a pal
with
437-3044
cat
this year If you are attached.
wood insured
**** Take a step toward what
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
your sweetie needs to be drawn
489-2839
lump
you went Listen well to what is
to
ability
Your
*****
*** Easy does it You like what
more into your public and profesALL CARPENTRY
going on with a boss or parent
through hoops could come into
abil
your
of
because
on
IT
going
is
SAG
sional commitments
Remodeling. additions
You could easily misconstrue
play right now You could easily
ity to relate on a deeper level
TARIUS pushes you to the max
porches, decks sun
words. Be a better listen
others'
because otha
problem
run
into
who
someone
Listen well to
rooms. vinyl siding
have your Own mental fit
You
er.
Stay
it
getting
aren't
simply
e
ers
The Stars Show the Kind of cares about you Encourag
mobile home repair
on Tonight Work late
turned
ter
priyour
whet
knowing
centered,
Day You'll Have 5-Dynamic 4- new ideas by changing your setsagging Soon. wanes
not everyObviously
are
orities
extra R
some
Get
Tonight
1
ting
-So-so
Positive 3 Average 2
& water damage Larry
BORN TODAY
one sees Me from your point of
and R
Malmo (270)753-9372
Difficult
Actress Drew Barryrnore (1975).
bills
Pay
Tonight
view
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
or (270)753-0353
Edward Kennedy 11932),
Sen.
22-Dec.
(Nov.
RIUS
MOONS RANDYSAGITTA
**••* Listen to what a child
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
beaked/a player Julius "Dr
ANDRUS Excavating
MAN MINCE
even
21)
presents,
one
loved
or
Seek
road
•le le* Take the high
(1950)
*Certified septic
*Yard work
though it might be hard not to get **ter* You re thick into your Erving
NW*
facts and Information
out
intesiollen
•Seal black top drives
what it is you
knowing
tr,
-stuff
want
don't
of
confused or you
out
occur
tandings
Misunders
•Custom dozer
acquitline Bigar Is on the
*ming leaky roofs
want to do You could get ftak
the blue Refuse to take anything hear every detail Pgettaps you from a family member Though Internet at http://www.fecquebackhoe service
•Carpenter work
personally Know when to put a see others very deffefently than
.Ponds
linebigarcorn.
•Sirde plumbing *Kirk
they are Is it time to tense your you certainly are on a roll, you
•Deveways
*ix small electrical hall to messy situations See
(c) 2006 by King Features
to be sensitive to where
need
a
for
Spnng
Tonight
thinking/
yourself as a troubleshooter
ensured
problems
Syndicate Inc.
there might be some disruption
Choose a mental fun evening
Tonight
'53-9503 978-0404
Doing what the beg

Oyer .111 yawsap.
San & lisairmsim

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday. Feb. 22. 2006.
°the. . often
How

escape
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*a* `11,, r support systems
touch you on a deep level

F

guys won I'

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

270-436-5953 home
70-293-5837 cell

2x2 Classified display ad
Your ad will appear for a month
in the Murray Ledger & Times
The Shopping Guide for only

Individual. Small Business & Form Returns

Limited Openings • Call Now'

753-6069

S300.00

Taxes by Joyce Inc.

Thats less than S10 00
per issue'
Come by our office today

917 Coldwater Rd., Muffay, KY 42071
AN rettiris hie() --.4pctrOnICCNN,
Not accepting cotporatrons 5 r panne/TVs at The time

DIVIDEND CHECKS...for KY Farm Bureau Customers

David's Cleaning
Services
' We Stier

Calm March, apprax. 4,000 hilnell06 In
IllheespCsiolvir,Cosily WI resolve their
aNS Olaidind Chula llteek you for
with
PM"MOM MOM end farms
Company
e
Insuranc
the KY Fawn Sumas

in(-11

•Vmyl niitn A Irn.,ri Agiiiitigic
tlnik *All E.orrael(1samse
•Aelit elevates Averts*
•vir I •t• Moo Meet sPelasee Lats ADm,
David Seeders
293-119.01
12701 527-7176 or 12701

Openings For New Mists

LAMB'S MoLverr
Tune uP teem* Free
ockuplistovery
436-2887

753-4703

p

and Building Products

2*

Air 4 *am

Vas!&Mare

*'dor, on*
*41* mosi•
sss,,,,s

1&•Ifrop Varela

CCVNTSI*7111• Farr,• Nieldeinblii•Post-Frame Budding Packages
*di*. masIssipas
*War ftwassIsp
Pwredrord fewAreilliwa marterliailik

7,7=
•• •

194 Keystone Or.• Mayfield. KY 42066 (Behind Save-A-Lot)
Hwy. 45 N • 1/2 Mlle South of Purchase Piney

fivir
Loosely owned

270- 251 -2770

11111

operated • Cell Rodney Kaffir" or Iasi Dr*ledge

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
We Service Most Brands

MURRAY
AP1PLIANCE
212 East Main St • 753-1556
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